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ABSTRACT 

	  

GRANULAR ASSOCIATION TESTING IN P53 MUTIPLE SEQUENCE 

ALIGNMENT 

	  
	  
Ramya Manjunath     Advisor: 
University of Guelph, 2012    Professor David K. Y. Chiu 
 

 In biomolecules, the relationship among the sequence, molecular structure, 

and biological function are of very importance in the development of nanotechnology 

such as drug discovery. Previous studies involving multiple sequence alignment of 

biomolecules have demonstrated that interdependent or associated sites are indicative 

of the structural and functional characteristics of biomolecules, as an extension to 

methods such as consensus sequences analysis. In this thesis, a new method to detect 

associated sites in aligned sequence ensembles is proposed. It involves the use of 

multiple sub-tables (or levels) of two-dimensional contingency table analysis. The 

idea is to incorporate analysis by following an approach known as granular 

computing, which represents information at different levels of granularity or 

resolution. When associations of multiple sites in the sequence alignment converge, 

they reflect points of interrelatedness among the sites in the biomolecules. The study 

involves two different phases of analysis. The first phase includes labeling of the 

molecular sites in the p53 protein multiple sequence alignment according to the 

detected patterns. The sites are consequently labeled into three different types based 

on their site characteristics - conserved sites, associated sites, and hypervariate sites. 

To identify and label the associated sites, the proposed method is employed. In the 

second phase, the significance of the extracted site patterns is evaluated with respect 



to some of the structural and functional characteristics of the p53 protein. The results 

indicate that the extracted site patterns in combination with conserved sites are 

significantly associated with some of the known functionalities of p53 such as post 

translational modifications and the mutation frequency of the sites, hence establishing 

the link between these identified sites and the defined functionality. Furthermore, 

when these sites are aligned with p63 and p73, the homologs of p53, based on the 

common domains, the sites significantly discriminate between the human sequences 

of the p53 family. Therefore, the study confirms the importance of these detected sites 

that could indicate their differences in cancer suppressing property. 
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Chapter 1 

Introduction 

 The demands for powerful and efficient sequence analysis approaches 

continue to escalate. This is due to the abundance of biomolecular sequence 

information generated as the result of the increasing number of sequencing projects, 

and the relatively high cost of wet-lab experimentation protocols for analyzing the 

sequences (Mitrophanov & Borodovsky, 2006).  

 Biological sequence data provide basic information about biomolecules such 

as the properties of the individual residues. It also represents the information from 

which knowledge can be extracted that directs us towards the functionality of the 

molecule. Identifying the relationships between the sequences and their effects on 

structure and biological functionality is an active area of research (Lui & Chiu, 2009, 

Chiu & Liu, 2012). In data mining, identifying the sequence patterns that represent 

the functional characteristics of the biomolecule is vital for detecting and predicting 

the biological function of the molecule (González, Liao, & Wu, 2010).  

 Previous studies, involving the multiple sequence alignment of related species 

have indicated that various kinds of interdependent or associated patterns can be 

indicative of the structural and functional characteristics of the biomolecule (Chiu, 

Chen, & Wong, 2001; Chiu & Lui, 2005; Chiu & Wong, 2002; Chiu & Lui, 2009; 

Chiu & Wang, 2006; Chiu & Xu, 2011). In this thesis, a new method of the 

association testing in aligned sequence ensembles to detect associated patterns is 

proposed. It is derived from the concept of granular computing, where information is 

extracted at different levels of granularity or resolution. It involves the use of different 
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sizes of contingency table analysis by evaluating the associations between different 

outcome subsets.  Molecular sites with the identified association patterns with 

convergent information represent multiple interdependence relationships with other 

molecular sites.  

 In this study, there are two different phases of analysis. First, the molecular 

sites in the multiple sequence alignment of the biomolecule are labeled into three 

different types based on their site characteristics: conserved sites (C-sites), 

interdependent or associated sites (D-sites), and hypervariate or other sites (H-sites). 

Next, the importance of these sites is evaluated by relating them to the functionality of 

the biomolecule. 

 

1.1 Motivations 

1.1.1 Importance of Associated and Convergent Sites in Predicting Functional 

Sites in Biomolecules 

 In biomolecules, functional sites refer to the regions in a three-dimensional 

protein structure that perform a certain function, such as ligand binding (Gonzalez et 

al., 2010). Typical sites are catalytic sites that bind substrates to enzymes, regulatory 

sites that bind regulatory factors, and sites that bind proteins or non-protein entities 

such as metal ions, nucleic acids, or other ligands. The identification and prediction of 

functional residues in bioinformatics have attracted a great deal of strong interest 

during the past decade. The accurate prediction and characterization of functional 

sites leads to distinct sequence patterns, which are stored in public databases and 

searched with pattern matching techniques for identifying distant homologs and 

predicting function. In the past, associated and convergent sites identified in multiple 
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sequence alignment of related species have indicated functional sites in biomolecules. 

These kinds of analysis are very important in problems such as nanotechnology and 

the evaluation of molecules for drug discovery (Rosi & Mirkin, 2004; Grodzinski, 

Silver, & Molnar, 2006). 

 In a biological aligned sequence ensemble, associated sites refer to sites that 

have interdependence relationship with another site. They represent sites with amino 

acid pairs observed together. In Figure 1.1 (a), two types of associations are shown, 

the association between two sites (X and Y) and the association among multiple sites 

(W, X, Y, and Z). These sites have proven to be more and more viable in 

biomolecular sequence analysis (Vingron, 2001). Former studies using multiple 

sequence alignment have used associated sites to predict the functional sites in 

biomolecules. The statistical patterns, derived from the associated sites have been 

capable of inferring secondary and tertiary bonding structures (Chiu & Kolodziejczak, 

1991), and have been used for the recognition of the ribosome binding sites in E. coli 

(Frishman, 1999). The correlated variant sites have indicated conformational, 

biochemical, and taxonomical significance (Wong, Liu, & Wang, 1996; Chiu & 

Wong, 2000) and associations have been found between the statistical and functional 

patterns in biomolecules (Chiu & Chen, 2001). The regions obtained from the 

statistical patterns, have shown to correspond with exon sub-regions of the 

biomolecule (Chiu & Lui, 2001). In addition, association patterns have found to be 

related to taxonomic groupings (Wong, Chiu, & Huang, 2001). 
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Figure 1.1. Associated sites and convergent sites. 

Note: Circles represents site variables and lines represent association relationship between the site 
variables. 

 

 Recent studies have used convergent sites, which represent sites with multiple 

interdependent relationships to predict the functional sites in biomolecules. These 

sites are stronger than the associated sites. This is due to the compact information 

from the other sites that converges to the sites, representing the complex underlying 

interdependencies of the data. In Figure 1.1 (b), the convergent site is represented by 

X, which has a converging association relationship with all the other sites. Evidence 

has indicated that the convergent sites have biological meanings. The information 

from the convergent sites has been adopted to evaluate the class-pattern relationship 

(Chiu & Xu, 2011). Convergent sites, referred to as consigned patterns, have been 

employed to construct the core sites in the three-dimensional structure of the SH3 

protein (Chiu and Liu, 2012) and the hierarchical structure of the ubiquitin domains 

(Durston et al., 2012). 
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1.1.2 Associations at Different Levels 

 One of the fundamental tasks of data mining is the discovery, description and 

quantification of the associations within the data (Pedrycz & Smith, 1999). Typically, 

the information from the associations in an event is detected at a global perspective. 

However, the associations in the given dataset can be a global or a local phenomenon. 

The two phenomena are entirely different and their information also differs. In any 

data-mining task, it is vital to concentrate on extracting meaningful relationships from 

the data. 

 Figure 1.2 depicts a probability distribution curve and two different 

phenomena, local and global associations, observed in a pattern event. At the global 

and local levels, the association of the pattern event deviates from two different null 

hypotheses, H1
0 and H2

0, respectively. At the global level, the data have well defined 

curves, and are not too scattered, whereas at the local level, the data are scattered and 

may indicate a different association relationship than that at the global level.  

 

 

Figure 1.2. Probability distribution curve showing deviation from H1
o and H2

o. 

 

At each level of association, different patterns and relationships can emerge. The 

information at one level of resolution may not exist at another, and this information 
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may be significant (Yao, 2005). Therefore focusing on multiple levels of resolution 

provides a meaningful basis for data abstraction and knowledge discovery. 

 In this thesis, a granular computing concept to extract the knowledge in the 

data at various levels of granularity or resolution is developed. Granules of similar 

characteristics are populated at a particular level. Each granule represents information 

from which knowledge can be extracted. Therefore, a granule provides a local view, 

whereas a level provides a global view. In the proposed methodology, to identify 

association relationship between molecular sites in aligned sequence ensembles, 

different sizes of contingency tables representing different levels of granularity are 

constructed. Then suitable statistical association tests are used to evaluate the 

association relationship at different levels providing a conceptual framework for 

finding association patterns in data. 

 

1.2 Thesis Objectives 

 In past studies, association testing between sites using contingency table 

analysis identified interdependent relationships in aligned data ensembles. These 

associations were found to be indicative of important properties of the biomolecule. 

The principal objectives of the thesis are as follows: 

• In the first phase of analysis, to label the sites in multiple sequence alignment 

of the p53 protein into three different types based on their site characteristics: 

conserved sites (C-sites), interdependent sites (D-sites), and hypervariate sites 

(H-sites). 

• Using the concept of granular computing to construct a method for generating 

multiple levels of data abstraction (analysis) from a contingency table, when 
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only a subset of the outcomes are involved to perform association testing and 

identify D-sites in the p53 aligned sequences. 

• In the second phase of analysis, to evaluate the significance of the identified 

patterns with respect to the functionality of the p53 protein. Some 

functionalities of the molecule (e.g. secondary structure) are evaluated to 

identify the interdependence relationship with the patterns. 

 

1.3 Outline of the Thesis 

 The remainder of the thesis is organized as follows. 

 Chapter 2 presents a literature review on three different topics, granular 

computing, analysis using multiple sequence alignment, and tumor suppressor 

protein, p53. The review on granular computing describes the concept and advantages 

of granular computing. The chapter explains the general framework and how it forms 

a basis for data mining. Secondly, further analysis of the aligned sequences is 

reviewed. Lastly, studies of the function and role of p53 and its family members are 

described. 

 Chapter 3 focuses on the proposed method of granular association testing. The 

two different phases of analysis are discussed in this chapter. Multiple levels of 

granular association testing, by using different sizes of two-dimensional contingency 

tables, are discussed. Also, this chapter introduces site classification based on aligned 

site characteristics; the defined patterns; discriminating types between p53 family 

members; and the analyzed functionalities of p53. In addition, the test for evaluating 

the association relationship between defined patterns and some structural and 

functional characteristics of the p53 protein is covered. 
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 Chapter 4 presents the experimental studies based on the proposed method. It 

describes the adopted dataset and extracted associated site patterns. The association 

relationships between the defined patterns and the functionalities of the p53 protein 

are evaluated. 

 Chapter 5 summarizes the contributions of this research. The next section lists 

the references cited within the thesis. The final sections of the thesis are the 

appendices. 
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Chapter 2 

Literature Review 

2.1 Overview 

	  
 This chapter is divided into three sections. Section 2.2 is a review of the 

granular computing concept and its importance in the data mining process. In section 

2.3, previous studies using aligned sequences of biomolecules and their importance 

are examined. Section 2.4 describes the p53 protein that was analyzed for association 

testing between the sites in the aligned sequence ensembles of related species. The 

p53 family members and their role in tumorigenesis are also discussed. 

  

2.2 Brief Review of Granular Computing 

2.2.1 What is Granular Computing? 

 An emerging computing paradigm of information processing is granular 

computing. It involves the processing of complex information entities called 

information granules. They arise in the process of data abstraction and the derivation 

of knowledge from information (Bargiela & Pedrycz, 2003). Such an approach 

recognizes and exploits the knowledge in the data at various levels of resolution. In 

this sense, the approach encompasses all methods, thereby providing flexibility and 

adaptability in the resolution at which knowledge or information is extracted and 

represented. 

 In 1997, T. Y. Lin introduced the term, “granular computing”, to label a new 
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field of multi-disciplinary study (Lin, 1997; Zadeh, 1998). Since then, there has been 

a rapid development and fast growing interest in the topic (Bargiela & Pedrycz, 2003; 

Inuiguchi, Hirano, & Tsumoto, 2003; Lin, 2003; Lin, Yao, & Zadeh, 2002; Liu & 

Jiang, 2002; Pawlak, 1998; Pedrycz, 2001; Yao & Yao, 2002; Yao, 1999; Yao, 2002; 

Yao & Zhong, 2002; Zhong, Skowron, & Ohsuga, 1999). Many methods and models 

of granular computing have been proposed and studied, enhancing the understanding 

of granular computing. 

 The concept of granular computing has been defined and studied by many 

authors from different points of views, using different notions, based on different 

conceptual models, and in different contexts (Bargiela & Pedrycz, 2003; Chiu & 

Cheung, 1989; Chiu, Cheung, & Wong, 1990; Inuiguchi et al., 2003; Lin, 1998; Lin, 

2003; Yao, 2002; Zadeh, 1997). Broadly, granular computing may be considered as a 

label for a new field of multi-disciplinary study, dealing with theories, methodologies, 

techniques, and tools that make use of granules in the process of problem solving 

(Yao, 2000). 

 Granular computing is a multi-disciplinary study with the objective to 

investigate and model a way of thinking, a family of granule-oriented problem solving 

methods, and a paradigm of information processing (Bargiela and Pedrycz 2003;Yao 

2000). Granular computing is a study of a general theory of problem solving, 

dependent on different levels of granularity and detail (Hobbs 1985; Yao 2000; Yao 

2004).  

2.2.2 Why Granular Computing? 

 There are many reasons for using granular computing. Primarily, they stem 

from the use of different levels of granularity. The following list summarizes some of 
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the advantages (Yao, 2005): 

• It represents the real world. Many natural, social, and artificial systems are 

organized into levels. Granular computing provides true and natural 

representations of such systems. Through the multiple levels of representation, 

it is possible to obtain a full understanding of a system. 

• It is consistent with human thinking and problem solving. Human problem 

solving is based crucially on levels of granularity and the change between 

granularities (Hobbs, 1985; Zadeh, 1997). Granular computing extracts the 

common elements from human problem solving. The implementation of the 

principles of granular computing leads to more effective information 

processing systems (Zhang and Zhang, 1992). 

• It simplifies the problem. A multiple level representation denotes the order, 

the control, and the organization of a complex system or a complex problem. 

Different levels focus on different granularities, characterized by different 

sizes of granules. By omitting unnecessary, irrelevant details and focusing on 

the right level of abstraction, a complex system, or a complex problem is 

simplified. 

• It provides economic and low cost solutions. By considering the same 

problem at different levels of granularity, solutions can typically be obtained 

at a fraction of the cost. 

2.2.3 General Framework of Granular Computing 

 Granules, levels, and the relationships between them are the basic ingredients 

of granular computing. Granules populate at a particular level and are the subjects of 

investigation at that level. Each granule represents information from which 
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knowledge can be extracted. The levels are connected by some order, and the granules 

at different levels are related to each other. Consequently, different levels focus on 

different, although related, types of granules. The properties of granules collectively 

characterize a level of description and understanding (Yao, 2005). 

 An underlying assumption of granular computing is that the basic principles 

and methodologies are common in most types of problem solving, independent of 

disciplines and problem domains. As a result, granular computing focuses on 

everyday and commonly used concepts and notions, such as granule, granulated view, 

granularity, and hierarchy. The notions of granular computing may be used in 

processes such as abstraction, generalization, clustering, and levels of abstraction in 

various domains (Yao, 2005). 

2.2.4 Using Granular Computing in Data Mining 

 Granular computing, as an emerging research field, provides a conceptual 

framework for studying many issues in data mining. There are many studies on 

granular computing for data mining (Chiu et al., 1991; Lin et al., 2002; Lin, 1999; 

Lin, 2000; Peters, Pawlak, & Skowon, 2002; Yao & Yao, 2002; Yao, 2003; Zhang & 

Zhang, 2004; Yao, 2005). 

 The key components for building a granular computing based framework for 

data mining are as follows (Yao, 2005). 

• Knowledge granule: Each granule represents a piece of knowledge. 

• Structural knowledge: The connections between a web of knowledge granules 

represent structural knowledge. 

• Mining task: Searching for meaningful knowledge granules and structural 

knowledge is a basic task of data mining. 
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 The granular computing framework for data mining focuses on high 

conceptual level issues by ignoring many irrelevant details. Therefore, this framework 

brings more insights into data mining as a scientific field of study.  

 

2.3 Review on multiple sequence alignment analysis methods  

	  
	   One very important problem in protein sequence analysis is to identify 

residues in a protein that are responsible for its function. Knowledge of a protein`s 

important sites has immediate relevance for the prediction of biological function 

(Capra & Singh, 2007).  

 The early approaches to predicting protein functional sites were experimental. 

These approaches included gene knockout, targeted mutations and the inhibition of 

gene expression (Weaver, 2002; Pandey et al., 2006). The massive amount of 

sequence data has made biological discovery via manual analysis tedious and 

cumbersome. In addition, laboratory experimental methods are often low throughput 

and are very expensive in terms of time and money (Pandey et al., 2006). 

 Computational methods have been developed to predict functionally important 

residues using a protein multiple sequence alignment (MSA). In a MSA, good 

candidates for functionally important sites are conserved sites. These sites are 

presumed to be functionally or structurally important because they are independent 

and have not	  been	  subjected	  to	  as	  many	  mutations with respect to the other sites in 

the alignment (Capra & Singh, 2007; Mesa et al., 2003; Gonzalez et al., 2010). 

Sequence conservation analysis has proven to be a powerful indicator of functional 

importance and has been used to detect residues involved in ligand binding (Liang et 

al., 2006; Magliery and Regan, 2005), in protein–protein interaction interfaces 
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(Caffrey et al., 2004; Guharoy and Chakrabarti, 2005; Mintseris and Weng, 2005), in 

maintaining the molecular structure (Karlin and Brocchieri, 1996; Schueler-Furman 

and Baker, 2003; Valdar and Thornton, 2001), and in determining protein functional 

specificity (Hannenhalli and Russell, 2000; Kalinina, et al., 2003; Lichtarge et al., 

1996).  

 Several other studies have explored the sequence patterns (association 

patterns) in protein MSA to be indicative of the functional and structural 

characteristics of the protein (Wong et al., 1996; Lichtarge et al., 1996; Liu, 2001; 

Chiu & Lui, 2005; Au et al., 2005; Chiu & Wang, 2006; Erdin et al., 2010; Chiu & 

Xu, 2011, Durston, 2012). Smith and Smith (1990) developed a computer algorithm 

to generate sequence patterns from sets of related protein sequences that detected 

relationships among different sites in an amino acid sequence. Liu and Califano in 

2001 suggested a method for the functional classification of proteins through pattern 

discovery. The patterns identified had relevant implication in functional clustering 

and could be used as predictive aid to mutagenesis experiments. In 2006, Chiu and 

Wang proposed a segmentation algorithm that identified multipattern consensus 

regions. The experimental studies of p53 aligned sequences showed significant 

associations between the detected regions and the tendency for mutations, location on 

the 3D structure, and cancer hereditable factors from human twin studies. Durston et 

al., (2012) developed a k-modes site clustering algorithm based on site 

interdependency obtained from a sequence alignment of homologous proteins. The 

identified clusters provided significant insights into the complex, hierarchical inter-

residue structural relationships within the 3D structure of a protein family.  
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2.4 Brief Review of p53 

2.4.1 p53- Guardian of the Genome 

 In the literature, Lane (1992) called the tumor suppressor protein, p53, the 

“guardian of the genome” and Levine (1997) called it the “cellular gatekeeper”. 

Under stress conditions, such as DNA damage (from ionizing radiation, UV radiation, 

and chemotherapeutic agents), heat shock, hypoxia, and oncogene over- expression, 

wild type p53 is activated and triggers diverse biological responses such as cell cycle 

arrest, DNA repair, apoptosis, and cellular senescence as illustrated in Figure 2.1. 

Hence it prevents the replication of damaged DNA and maintains the integrity of the 

genome (Yee & Vousden, 2005; Riley, Sontag, Chen, & Levine, 2008; Zilfou & 

Lowe, 2009).  

	  
 

 

Figure 2.1. Biological functions of p53.  
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 In Figure 2.2, the human p53 protein is 393 amino acids long and has three 

domains: an N-terminal transactivation domain (1-93), a sequence specific DNA 

binding domain (102-292) and a C-terminal oligomerization domain (323-393).  

 

Figure 2.2. p53 domain structure. 

2.4.2 p53 and Cancer 

 The inactivation of p53 due to mutations, deletion, or interaction with cellular 

and viral proteins is a common event in the development of diverse types of cancer. 

Indeed, p53 is frequently inactivated in about 45-50% of all types of cancer 

(Greenblatt, Bennett, Hollstein, & Harris, 1994; Lane, Cheok, & Lian, 2010; Zilfou & 

Lowe, 2009). Figure 2.3 depicts that, under normal conditions, the active p53 

responds to the DNA damage in the cells and prevents the proliferation of damaged 

cells. When p53 is inactivated, it loses its biological function, permitting the 

proliferation of cells that carry damaged DNA, eventually leading to tumor formation 

(Greenblatt et al., 1994; Dotsch, Bernassola, Countandin, Candi, & Melino, 2010). 

 

 

Figure 2.3. Active and inactive p53. (modified from Berns, 2010) 
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2.4.3 Homologs of p53: p63 and p73 

 In 1997 and 1998, p73 and p63, respectively, were identified as structural and 

functional homologs of p53 (Dotsch et al., 2010; Yang, Kaghad, Caput, & McKeon, 

2002). The overall domain structure of the p53 family members is conserved and 

consists of a transactivation domain (TAD), DNA binding domain (DBD), and 

oligomerization domain (OGD). In addition, p63 and p73 were observed to have an 

extra variable C-terminal SAM (Sterile Alpha Motif) domain, involved in protein-

protein interactions. The identity shared by p63 and p73 with p53 is indicated in 

Figure 2.4. As a result of sharing a similar domain architecture and sequence identity 

with p53, p63 and p73 can form oligomers, bind DNA, transactivate p53-responsive 

genes, and mediate cell cycle arrest, cellular senescence, and apoptosis in response to 

DNA damage (Melino, Gasco, Crook, & Knight, 2003). In the absence of stress, the 

most important role of these p53 family members is the regulation of differentiation 

and development. Indeed, both p63 and p73 exhibit distinct and unique biological 

functions. p63 plays a relevant role in the development of squamous epithelia and 

their derivatives, whereas p73 is indispensable for neuronal differentiation and the 

development of nervous and olfactory systems (Dotsch et al., 2010).  

 

 

Figure 2.4. Identity shared by p63 and p73 with p53. (modified from Dotsch et al., 

2010) 
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2.4.4 p53 Family in Tumorigenesis 

 Unlike p53, the genes encoding p63 and p73 are rarely mutated in human 

cancer, and knock out mice studies demonstrate developmental defects rather than a 

propensity for tumor formation (Yang et al., 2002; Stiewe, 2007). Stiewe (2007) 

reported knock out mice studies, where p53 null mice were viable, but exhibited 

increased susceptibility to develop tumors. The p63 null mice showed developmental 

defects of structures, dependent upon epidermal-mesenchymal interactions during 

embryonic development such as hair follicles, teeth, and mammary glands (Mills, 

Zheng, Wang, Vogel, Roop, & Bradley, 1999); and p73 null mice developed 

neurological and inflammatory defects. However, both p63 and p73 null mice lacked 

the development of spontaneous tumors (Yang et al., 2000). 
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Chapter 3 

Methodology 

3.1 Overview 

 In this thesis, the objective of the research is to develop a method to identify 

the association patterns in an aligned sequence ensemble by using association testing. 

This testing involved the use of multiple levels of contingency table analysis. The 

granular computing concept representing information by different levels of 

granularity or resolution was incorporated. Here, different granularity is represented 

as the different outcome sets in a two-dimensional contingency table. There were two 

different phases in this analysis. First phase involved the labeling of molecular sites in 

the multiple sequence alignment of the p53 protein based on their site characteristics. 

The proposed granular association testing method was employed to identify and label 

associated sites in the analysis. In the second phase of analysis, the identified patterns 

were compared to the structural and functional properties of the p53 protein such as 

secondary structure and mutation frequency. Figure 3.1 (next page) conveys the key 

units in the analysis. 

 Chapter 3 covers the methodology employed in the research. Section 3.2 

presents the first phase of analysis. Labeling of the molecular sites in aligned 

sequences is explained. It describes the proposed granular association testing method 

to detect the association relationships in the aligned sequence ensembles. Also, 

multiple levels of association testing using different sizes of two-dimensional 

contingency tables are discussed; full contingency table analysis (denoted as RF), 2x2 
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contingency sub-table analysis (denoted as R2x2), and single cell contingency table 

analysis (denoted as R1) are detailed. Section 3.3 explains the second phase of 

analysis. The types of patterns identified and analyzed are presented. The 

functionalities of p53 that are analyzed and hypothesis testing for evaluation of the 

association between the patterns and the functionality are discussed.  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 3.1. Different phases of analysis  
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3.2 First phase of analysis 

	  
 In the first phase of analysis, the aligned sites in the p53 protein multiple 

sequence alignment were labeled into different types based on aligned site 

characteristics. The three different types of sites were also discussed in (Wong & Lui, 

1975; Chiu & Wang, 2006): 

• Interdependent or associated sites (D-sites): The D-sites indicated the sites 

with the values strongly associated with the values of other variables, 

reflecting complex interdependent relationship. 

• Invariant or conserved sites (C-sites): The C-sites indicated the sites with 

the same value, observed in all the outcomes, reflecting constant value 

regularity. 

• Hypervariate or other sites (H): The H-sites indicated the sites that could 

not be classified into any of the previously mentioned types of sites.  

 In this study, the conserved sites identified by multiple sequence alignment 

were labeled as C-sites, the proposed granular association testing method was 

employed to label D-sites, and the other sites were labeled as H-sites. 

 

3.2.1 Convergent Association Pattern (D-sites) 

 In multiple sequence alignment of a biomolecule, convergent association 

pattern (D-sites) represents the sites that have association relationship with other sites 

converging on them. The interdependence or association relationship between sites 

was detected by using a suitable statistical hypothesis test. In an aligned ensemble, 

each aligned site was tested for association or interdependency with all other sites. 

When a site was found to be significantly associated with more than one site, it was 
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considered to have a convergent association pattern that reflected a multiple 

interdependence relationship. In Figure 3.2, site S3 is tested for association with all 

the other sites and the sites associated with S3 are indicated by the P1 (site-site) 

pattern. 

 
 
 
Figure 3.2. Site-site pattern (P1) (modified from Chiu & Xu, 2011) 
 

 

3.2.2 Hypothesis test in the first phase of analysis  

	   In the first phase of analysis, statistical hypothesis test was used to evaluate 

the association relationship between the two distinct sites in the aligned sequences. 

The hypothesis tests for significant site-site associations. The test was performed on 

contingency tables relating between the two site variables. The goal was to discover 

whether or not a site was significantly associated with other sites in the aligned 

ensemble. Identifying if a site was associated with other sites and if there were many 

associations observed for a particular site, revealed an underlying interdependence 

structure. 

 

Selection of statistical test. In general with large sample size, chi-square test is 

applied to evaluate the interdependence relationship between site variables. Here, the 
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sample size was small resulting in sparse contingency tables. Thus it violated the 

assumptions underlying the chi-square test. Therefore Fisher`s exact test was applied 

in the first phase of analysis for evaluating the interdependence relationship.  

 
Correction for multiple testing. In the first phase, each aligned site in the alignment 

was tested for association relationship with all other sites. Hence multiple hypotheses 

were tested leading to the problem of multiple testing. Therefore Bonferroni 

correction method was applied to control the familywise error rate.  

Bonferroni correction,  α`= 
  !
!

 

Where	  α  is  the  significance  level  and  n  is  the  number  of  tests.  
  
	  

3.2.3 Detection of D-sites using different sizes of contingency tables 

 In this research, the use of the proposed granular association testing method 

facilitated the identification of the D-sites in the aligned sequence ensembles at 

different levels. Multiple levels of data abstraction were constructed by using 

different sizes of  two-dimensional contingency tables. At each level, the identified 

association patterns or D-sites represented the information granules. Based on three 

different resolutions or sizes of the contingency table, three levels of analysis were 

employed as seen in Figure 3.3.  

• Full contingency table analysis (RF)  

• 2x2 contingency sub-table analysis (R2x2)  

• Single cell contingency table analysis (R1) 
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Figure 3.3. Levels of association testing. 
 
 

The criteria for each level and the statistical hypothesis tests used to identify 

interdependence relationship are discussed next.  

	  
	  

3.2.3.1 Full Contingency Table Analysis (RF Method) 

 The full contingency table analysis evaluated the association relationship 

between two distinct sites in an aligned sequence ensemble. After the contingency 

tables relating the two sites in aligned sequences were generated, Fisher's exact test, 

was applied to each relationship. The test detected the possible interdependence 

relationship between the two distinct sites.  

 Figure 3.4 demonstrates a full contingency table analysis of an example. The 

two sites, X and Y, are tested for interdependence relationship. The null hypothesis 

was that the site variables, X and Y, were independent and the alternate hypothesis 

otherwise.  
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The association relationship between the site variables, X and Y, was considered to be 

statistically significant if the p-value was less than  5%  significance  level.  

  

   Figure 3.4. Full contingency table analysis from a two-dimensional table. 

 

 The hypothesis test was applied to each site in the aligned sequence ensemble 

and the number of sites that were identified as associated with a site (N(x)) was 

tabulated. 

 

3.2.3.2 2x2 Contingency Sub-table Analysis (R2x2 Method) 

 The 2x2 contingency sub-table analysis of a two-dimensional table evaluated 

the association relationship between the outcome subset, sub X, and sub Y that was 

selected by using relevant criteria from a full contingency table. By selecting a sub-

table, which had the relevant information with high frequency, we tried to eliminate 

irrelevant outcomes as noise from the analysis. There were two criteria for selecting a 

sub-table. 

The first selection criterion for selecting the 2x2 sub-table follows:  

• Select the first two outcomes from a full contingency table with highest 

marginal frequency. 
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• Create a sub-table involving human amino acid in the sub X and the sub Y 

sites. 

 Figure 3.5 demonstrates the first selection criterion for selecting a 2x2 sub-

table from a full contingency table. A full contingency table, relating site X and site 

Y, is constructed and the marginal frequency is calculated. The first two outcomes 

with the highest marginal frequency are selected as the sub-table. The resultant sub-

table in example exhibits a human amino acid. Also, B and E is the human amino acid 

in sites, X and Y, respectively. The sub-tables without human amino acid were 

excluded from the association testing.  

 

Figure 3.5. First selection criterion for selecting 2x2 sub-table. 

 

The second selection criterion for selecting the 2x2 sub-table: 

• Select the human amino acid in the X and Y sites from the full 

contingency table. 

• Select the non-human amino acid in the X and Y sites from the full 

contingency table with the highest marginal frequency. 

 Figure 3.6 demonstrates the second selection criterion for selecting a 2x2 sub-

table from a full contingency table. A full contingency table relating site X and site Y 
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is constructed, and the marginal frequency is calculated. After the selection of the 

human amino acid in the X and Y sites, irrespective of their marginal frequency, the 

non-human amino acid with highest marginal frequency is chosen. In the example, the 

human amino acids B and E are selected from sites X and Y, respectively. Then, the 

non-human amino acids, C and F, with highest marginal frequency are selected to 

form a sub-table. In this case, none of the sub-tables were excluded from the 

association testing. 

 

Figure 3.6. Second selection criterion for selecting 2x2 sub-table. 

 

 After the 2x2 sub-table was constructed according to the selection criteria, 

similar to that of the full contingency table analysis, the Fisher’s exact test was 

applied to each relationship to identify a possible interdependence relationship 

between the two distinct sites in the aligned ensemble. The null hypothesis was that 

the site variables, sub X and sub Y, were independent and the alternate hypothesis 

otherwise. The association relationship between the site variables, sub X and sub Y 

were considered to be statistically significant if the p-value was less than   5%  

significance  level. The hypothesis test was applied to each site in the aligned 
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sequence ensemble and the number of sites that were identified as associated with a 

site (N(x)) was tabulated. 

 
Estimating D-sites using first selection criterion. By using the first selection 

criterion, the first two outcomes with the highest marginal frequency were selected 

from a full contingency table, such that the total was higher, and hence, the 

information from the sub-table was higher. The sub-tables without human amino acid 

in sub X and sub Y were excluded from the association testing. The result was less 

pairing, because all the sub-tables were not considered. Therefore, the number of sites 

associated with a site x, N(x) was expressed as: 

 

𝑁 𝑥 =   !".    !"  !"#$!  !"#$%!&!#"  !"  !"#$"%"&'$()*  !""#$%!&'(  !"#!  !  !"#$  !
!".    !"  !"#$#%&  

                

 

Estimating D-sites using second selection criterion. By using the second selection 

criterion, the first human p53 amino acids were selected and then, the non-human p53 

amino acid with the highest marginal frequency from the X and Y sites were selected 

from a full contingency table. The human p53 amino acid may or may not have the 

first or second highest marginal frequency, which means that the total would be less. 

However, all the sub-tables were considered for the association testing and hence, 

more pairing. Therefore, the number of sites associated with a site x, N(x) was 

expressed as: 

 

𝑁 𝑥 = 𝑁𝑜.    𝑜𝑓  𝑠𝑖𝑡𝑒𝑠  𝑖𝑑𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑖𝑓𝑖𝑒𝑑  𝑎𝑠  𝑠𝑖𝑔𝑛𝑖𝑓𝑖𝑐𝑎𝑛𝑡𝑙𝑦  𝑎𝑠𝑠𝑜𝑐𝑖𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑑  𝑤𝑖𝑡ℎ  𝑎  𝑠𝑖𝑡𝑒  𝑥         
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3.2.3.3 Single Cell Contingency Table Analysis (R1 Method) 

 The single cell contingency table analysis was applied to evaluate the 

association relationship of the amino acid between two different sites in the human 

sequence from aligned sequence ensemble. Here a single cell in the contingency table 

with human amino acid data in the X and Y sites was analyzed for the association 

relationship (Haberman, 1973; Chiu & Lui, 2005).  

 Figure 3.7 demonstrates single cell contingency table analysis with an 

example. A full contingency table, relating between sites X and Y, is constructed. 

From the table, the cell with human amino acid in the site X and site Y is selected. In 

the example, the cell with B and E human amino acid in the X and Y sites is selected. 

The hypothesis test was applied to each relationship to identify possible 

interdependence relationship between the two sites. The observed and expected 

frequency was calculated for the sub-table and the test statistic was computed 

(Haberman, 1973; Chiu & Lui, 2005). 

 

Figure 3.7. Single cell contingency table analysis. 

The hypothesis for statistical test was as follows. The null hypothesis was that the site 

variables X = a, Y = b are independent and alternate hypothesis otherwise. The test 

statistic was computed as (Haberman, 1973; Chiu & Lui, 2005): 
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𝑡𝑒𝑠𝑡  𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑠𝑡𝑖𝑐 = !"#!"!!"#!"
!"#!"

        

     

where obsxy was the observed cell frequency and expxy was the expected cell 

frequency, which was calculated as: 

𝑒𝑥𝑝!" =   𝑀 ∗ 𝑝𝑟𝑜𝑏 𝑋 = 𝑎 ∗ 𝑝𝑟𝑜𝑏(𝑌 = 𝑏)       

where M was the total number of samples considered.  

For normalization, 𝑡𝑒𝑠𝑡  𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑠𝑡𝑖𝑐  was adjusted by its variance and adjusted test 

statistic with asymptotic normal distribution was expressed as 

𝑎𝑑𝑗𝑢𝑠𝑡𝑒𝑑  𝑡𝑒𝑠𝑡  𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑠𝑡𝑖𝑐 =    !"#!  !"#"$!"$%
!!!"#$   !!! ∗!"#$  (!!!)

        

 

The association relationship between the site variables X = a, Y = b was considered to 

be statistically significant if adjusted test statistic > Nα, where Nα was the tabulated 

threshold and α was the confidence level.  

 The statistical test was applied to each site in the aligned sequence ensemble 

and the number of sites that were identified as associated with a site (N(x)) was 

tabulated. 

 

3.3 Second phase of analysis 

 
 Discovering the relationships between the function of a protein and its 

sequence, and understanding the biological meaning of the patterns identified are 

important tasks. In the second phase of analysis, the association between defined 

patterns and the some functionalities of the p53 protein is compared and evaluated. 
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3.3.1 Types of Patterns Analyzed 

 The different types of statistical patterns, analyzed by using different sizes of 

contingency tables were classified into seven different categories: 

• Conserved sites pattern (CS): It indicated the sites that were conserved. 

These are highly informative sites. Due to their constant value they were 

ignored in experimental statistical analysis. However, it was crucial to 

consider CS pattern for evaluating its significance to the functionality of 

the molecule. 

• R2x2 pattern: It indicated the sites identified as associated sites by the 2x2 

contingency sub-table method.  

• R1 pattern: It indicated the sites identified as associated sites by the single 

cell contingency table method.  

• CS + R2x2 pattern: It indicated the sites that were conserved or identified as 

associated sites by the 2x2 contingency sub-table method. 

• CS + R1 pattern: It indicated the sites that were conserved or identified as 

associated sites by the single cell contingency table method. 

• R2x2 + R1 pattern: It indicated the sites identified as associated sites by the 

2x2 contingency sub-table or single cell contingency table method. 

• CS + R2x2 + R1 pattern: It indicated the sites that were conserved or 

identified as associated sites by the 2x2 contingency sub-table or single 

cell contingency table method. 

3.3.2 Functionalities of p53 tested for association relationship with patterns 

 The goal here was to analyze the association relationship between the 

identified patterns and different biomolecular functionalities to determine if the 

relationship was indicative of the functionality of p53. This phase of the analysis will 
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be extremely useful in the study of nano-structure of molecules, and in this 

application, possibly leading to the discovery of potential drugs with the desirable 

properties. Here six different p53 functionalities were analyzed. 

Discriminating between Human Sequence of p53, p63, and p73: The p53 family 

members comprise p53, p63, and p73. When their human sequences were aligned, 

five different types discriminating the three molecules were categorized as illustrated 

in Figure 3.8. 

 

Figure 3.8. Discriminating types between p53, p63, and p73. 

  

• Type I: The amino acid in the human sequence of p53, p63, and p73 were 

the same. 

• Type II: The amino acid in the human sequence of p53, p63, and p73 were 

different. 

• Type III: The amino acid in the human sequence of p53 differed from that 

of p63 and p73. 

• Type IV: The amino acid in the human sequence of p63 differed from that 

of p53 and p73. 

• Type V: The amino acid in the human sequence of p73 differed from that 

of p53 and p63.                      
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The association relationship evaluated if the defined patterns indicated any 

particular type significantly discriminating the three molecules.  

Polarity of the amino acid: The polarity of the amino acid affects the four 

levels of protein structure through polar and non-polar interactions. Based on 

their polarity, amino acids are classified into polar, polar charged, and 

hydrophobic. The evaluation was conducted to determine if the defined 

patterns indicated any particular polarity of amino acid that was significant. 

Secondary structure: The secondary structure elements, alpha helix and beta 

sheets provide a rigid and stable framework for the protein molecule. The 

analysis evaluated if the defined patterns could indicate secondary structure 

elements.  

Posttranslational modifications (PTM): The term PTM describes the 

modification of the molecule after its translation. It activates and stabilizes the 

molecule influencing the expression of the target genes. The defined patterns 

that could indicate PTM sites in p53 molecule to be significant were 

evaluated. 

Site Position: The amino acids on the surface of the molecule are hydrophilic 

in nature and interact with the other molecules, while those buried in the 

molecule are hydrophobic and maintain the structural stability of the molecule. 

The evaluation of the defined patterns indicated if the amino acids were 

involved in the interactions with the other molecules. 

Mutation frequency: The mutation of the p53 protein is one of the main 

events leading to the p53 inactivation and development of cancer. In 

approximately 50% of all human cancers, p53 is inactivated. The mutation 

frequency data for each amino acid site in the p53 sequence was available 
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from the UMD database. The association relationship between mutation 

frequency and sites classified based on site characteristics, was analyzed. 

 

3.3.3 Hypothesis test for second phase of analysis 

 The statistical significance between the patterns and the functionality was 

evaluated by constructing a 2x2 contingency table relating between them. The rows in 

the table indicated the functionality (e.g. polarity) and the columns indicated pattern 

(e.g. CS pattern). The chi-square statistical test was applied to the table for evaluating 

the association relationship. The hypothesis for the statistical test was as follows: 

 The null hypothesis assumes that the variables, pattern (P), and functionality (F) were 

independent and the alternate hypothesis otherwise. From the observed frequency 

table, the expected frequency was calculated. The chi-square statistic was computed 

with one degree of freedom. The association relationship between the variables, P and 

F was considered to be statistically significant if 𝜒2 > Nα, where Nα was the tabulated 

threshold value for chi-square distribution and α was the confidence level. The chi-

square value and the confidence level were tabulated.  
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Chapter 4 

Experimental Studies Using p53 Protein Alignment 

4.1 Overview 

	  
 This chapter details the experimental studies that were used to evaluate the 

proposed granular association testing method with application to biomolecular 

sequences. The experiments were conducted on p53-aligned sequences. In the first 

phase of analysis, the molecular sites in the aligned dataset were labeled into different 

types based on their site characteristics. Adopting the proposed granular association 

testing method, the associated sites at each level of the data abstraction from a two-

dimensional contingency table analysis were identified and labeled. In the second 

phase of analysis, the defined patterns explained in Chapter 3 were evaluated for their 

association relationship with some of the structural and functional properties of p53 

protein. Section 4.2 describes the dataset used in the experiments; Section 4.3 presents 

the associated sites identified by R2x2 and R1 analyses; Section 4.4 concerns the 

association between the defined patterns and functionalities of p53; and Section 4.5 

discusses the conclusion and suggestions for future work. 

 
4.2 Experimental Data 

 
 The amino acid sequences used in the experiments were obtained from the 

UniProtKB database. The database stores p53 sequences for 34 different species, p63 

sequences for three different species, and p73 sequences for three different species. 
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Table 4.1 lists the species and their sequence names used in the multiple sequence 

alignment. 

 

Table 4.1. p53 family species used for the multiple sequence alignment 
 

 
p53 Sequences 

 Species Sequence name 
1 Human p53_HUMAN 
2 Green monkey p53_CERAE 
3 Japanese macaque p53_MACFU 
4 Crab eating 

macaque 
p53_MACFA 

5 Rhesus macaque p53_MACMU 
6 Tree shrew p53_TUPGB 
7 Guinea pig p53_CAVPO 
8 Woodchuck p53_MARMO 
9 California ground 

squirrel 
p53_SPEBE 

10 Mouse p53_MOUSE 
11 Chinese hamster p53_CRIGR 
12 Golden hamster p53_MESAU 
13 Rat p53_RAT 
14 Pig p53_PIG 
15 Dog p53_CANFA 
16 Cat p53_FELCA 
17 Cow p53_BOVIN 
18 Zebu p53_BOSIN 
19 Sheep p53_SHEEP 

20 Rabbit p53_rabbit 
21 Beluga whale p53_DELLE 
22 Horse p53_HORSE 
23 Donkey p53_EQUAS 
24 Chicken p53_CHICK 
25 African clawed 

frog 
p53_XENLA 

26 European 
freshwater fish 

p53_BARBU 

27 Zebra fish p53_DANRE 
28 Channel catfish p53_ICTPU 
29 Medaka fish p53_ORYLA 
30 Rainbow trout p53_ONCMY 
31 European flounder p53_PLAFE 
32 Puffer fish p53_TETMU 
33 Southern platy 

fish 
p53_XIPMA 

34 Swordtail fish p53_XIPHE 
 

p63 and p73 Sequences 
 Species Sequence name 
1 Human p63_HUMAN 
2 Human p73_HUMAN 

 

 In the first phase of analysis, the multiple sequence alignment of 34 p53 

sequences was used to label the sites. The p53 sequences obtained from UniProtKB 

database were aligned by the ClustalW (Version 2.1), multiple sequence alignment 

program. The following ClustalW default settings were used. The pairwise alignment 

parameters were: protein weight matrix = Gonnet, gap open penalty = 10, and gap 

extension penalty = 0.1; the multiple alignment parameters were: protein weight 

matrix = Gonnet, gap open penalty = 10, gap extension penalty = 0.2, gap separation 

distances = 5, end gaps = off, and clustering method = neighbor joining. Appendix B 
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presents the multiple sequence alignment of the p53 sequences. The alignment 

indicated 115 sites as conserved sites and these sites were labeled as C-sites. The 

remaining 278 (393-115) aligned sites were employed in the experiments, to identify 

and label the D-sites and the H-sites in the alignment. 

 In the second phase of analysis, the human sequences of p53, p63, and p73 

were aligned by the ClustalW (Version 2.1), multiple sequence alignment program. 

This alignment was used to identify the discriminating types between the p53 family 

members. 

Similar to the first phase of analysis, ClustalW default settings were used for the 

alignment. Appendix C presents the multiple sequence alignment of the human 

sequences of p53, p63, and p73 proteins. 

 
 

4.3 Identified Site-Site Associations  

	  
 The three levels of data abstraction methods, RF, R2x2, and R1 analyses, 

proposed in Chapter 3, were applied to the aligned p53 sequences to identify and label 

the associated sites (D-sites described in chapter 3) in the ensemble.  

 Due to the small sample size of the data (34 sequences) and sparse 

contingency tables generated by the RF analysis, the results were excluded from 

further analysis. The D-sites, identified by the R2x2 and R1 analyses in the human p53 

sequence are discussed further in the following sub-sections. 

4.3.1 D-sites Identified by the R2x2 and R1 Methods 

 In the R2x2 analysis, two selection criteria were used to select a sub-table from 

a full contingency table, as explained in chapter 3. They should theoretically provide 

two different results. However, in the p53-aligned data, it was found that both criteria 
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selected similar D-sites. This occurred primarily because the human amino acid at a 

particular site was not variable in most species and when analyzed in sub-table, the 

amino acid was present in almost all the sub-tables with a first or second highest 

marginal frequency. The amino acids that were highly variable among the species 

were not significant, and thus, not associated with the other sites.  

 The proposed R2x2 method identified 107 D-sites with a 5% significance level 

after using Bonferroni correction. In the transactivation domain (TAD), DNA binding 

domain (DBD), and oligomerization domain (OD), there were 20, 52, and 34 sites 

identified respectively as summarized in Table 4.2. Appendix D lists the identified D-

sites and the sites associated with each D-site. The R1 method identified 28 D-sites 

with a 5% significance level after using Bonferroni correction. In the transactivation 

domain (TAD), DNA binding domain (DBD), and oligomerization domain (OD), 

there were 20, 4, and 4 sites identified respectively as summarized in Table 4.2. 

Appendix E lists the identified D-sites and the sites associated with each D-site. 

 

Table 4.2. Number of D-sites identified in different domains using the R2x2 and R1 

methods 

Domain Sites 
(R2x2) 

Sites 
(R1) 

Sites 
Similar 

TAD 20 20 1 
DBD 52 4 0 
OD 34 4 0 

 

 Figure 4.1 is a graph comparing the D-sites relating to human p53 sequence 

identified by the R2x2 and R1 analyses. The R2x2 method (above X-axis) identified a 

higher number of D-sites than the R1 method (below X-axis). Table 4.2 shows the 

number of sites identified by each method in the different domains. In the TAD, the 

R2x2 and R1 methods identified 20 and 20 D-sites, respectively, but only one site was 
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similar in both. In the DBD, the R2x2 and R1 methods identified 52 and 4 D-sites 

respectively, and in the OD, the R2x2 and R1 methods identified 34 and 4 D-sites, 

respectively, and none of the D-sites were similar in both DBD and OD. Therefore, 

both R2x2 and R1 methods identified different molecular sites as associated sites in the 

p53 protein. 

 

 

Figure 4.1. Graph comparing selected D-sites by the R2x2 and R1 methods on the 

human p53 sequence.  

 

4.4 Relating Statistical Patterns to Functionality 

	   All seven statistical patterns, described in Chapter 3, were evaluated for their 

association relationship to the functionalities of the p53 molecule. In this thesis, the 

D-sites, identified by the R2x2 and R1 analyses are indicated as R2x2 and R1 

respectively. All functionalities were tested for association relationship with defined 

patterns by using the chi-square test of interdependence, as described in Chapter 3.     

1 

N
(x

) 

R2x2 Analysis R1 Analysis 

TAD DBD OD 

393 
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4.4.1 Relating Defined Patterns to Discriminating Types between p53, p63, and 

p73  

 The five different types used to discriminate among the human sequences of 

p53, p63, and p73 molecules were described in Chapter 3. The association 

relationship between the defined patterns, and the discriminating types were analyzed. 

Figure 4.2 depicts a graph, relating the number of D-sites and discriminating types 

among p53, p63, and p73. The number of D-sites selected in type III was high in both 

the R2x2 and R1 analyses. Since type III differentiates p53 from the other two family 

members, p63 and p73, the association relationship between the defined patterns and 

discriminate type III was analyzed. 

 

 

Figure 4.2. No. of D-sites vs. discriminating types among p53, p63, and p73. 

4.4.1.1 Defined Patterns and Discriminate Type III 
	  
 The observed chi-square values and p-values for association testing between 

each pattern and discriminate type III are displayed in Table 4.3. The values observed 

clearly demonstrates that the patterns CS, R2x2, CS + R1, and R2x2 + R1 are stronger 

and significant in association with type III with 0.01% significance level. The R2x2 + 

R1 pattern is more significant than the individual effect of either R2x2 or R1. However, 
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when the CS pattern was considered with other patterns (CS + R2x2, and CS + R2x2 + 

R1), the chi-square value decreased drastically and was also weaker in association.  

 

Table 4.3. 𝜒! values for association testing between defined pattern and discriminate 

type III 

Patterns P-Value 𝝌𝟐 Value Notes 
CS 0.0001 29.618 - 
R2x2 0.0001 19.088 - 
R1 0.0732 3.210 - 

CS + R2x2 0.2618 1.259 - 
CS + R1 0.0001 17.713 - 
R2x2 + R1 0.0001 24.147 - 

CS + R2x2 + R1 0.7244 0.124 Interactive  
 

 The results in Table 4.3 are interpreted as follows: 

• The patterns, CS, R2x2, CS + R1, and R2x2 + R1, have different effect in 

discriminating between p53 and p63/p73 (discriminate type III). 

• When the patterns, CS, R2x2, and R1 were considered together, the effects 

cancelled each other out which means that the CS pattern has an interactive 

effect with the D-sites. 

 

4.4.2 Relating Defined Patterns to Polarity of Amino Acids 

 The polarity of amino acids affects the four levels of protein structure through 

the polar and non-polar interactions. Based on polarity, amino acids can be classified 

into polar, polar charged, and hydrophobic. The study evaluated whether the defined 

patterns could indicate any particular polarity of amino acid to be significant. The 

observed chi-square values and p-values for the association testing between each 

pattern and polarity are shown in Table 4.4. Only the R1 pattern showed a strong and 

significant association with the polar and polar charged amino acids with 1% 
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significance level. While the dependency between polarity and other patterns was not 

significant and weak in association. 

 

Table 4.4. 𝜒! values for association testing between defined pattern and polarity of 

amino acids 

Patterns 
Polar Hydrophobic Polar charged 

P-Value 𝝌𝟐 Value P-Value 𝝌𝟐 Value P-Value 𝝌𝟐 Value 

CS 0.7222 0.126 0.8860 0.021 0.5774 0.311 
R2x2 0.5357 0.384 0.9438 0.005 0.4441 0.586 
R1 0.0017 9.897 0.3275 0.959 0.0185 5.547 

CS + R2x2 0.8212 0.051 0.9446 0.005 0.8649 0.029 
CS + R1 0.8522 0.035 0.7 0.148 0.5174 0.419 
R2x2 + R1 0.2330 1.423 0.6375 0.222 0.0632 3.452 

CS + R2x2 + R1 0.4034 0.698 0.7434 0.107 0.1941 1.686 
 

 The results in Table 4.4 are interpreted as follows. 

• R1 pattern shows strong effect with the polar and polar charged amino acids.  

• Dependency is weaker with all the other associations. 

 

4.4.3 Relating Defined Patterns to Secondary Structure Elements 

 Secondary structure elements, alpha helix and beta sheets, provide a rigid and 

stable framework for the protein molecule. The study evaluated whether the defined 

patterns were indicative of the significance of the secondary structure elements. The 

observed chi-square values and p-values for the association testing between each 

pattern and secondary structure elements are shown in the Table 4.5. The observed 

values shows that the patterns, CS, CS + R2x2, CS + R1 and CS + R2x2 + R1 have a 

strong effect and significantly associated with the secondary structure elements with 

0.01% significance level. When the CS pattern was considered together with other 
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patterns (CS + R2x2, CS + R1 and CS + R2x2 + R1), the chi-square value increased, 

when compared to their individual effect. The strong effect in these patterns may be 

due to the effect of CS pattern. 

  

Table 4.5. 𝜒! values for association testing between defined pattern and secondary 

structure elements 

Patterns P-Value 𝝌𝟐 Value Notes 
CS 0.0001 27.065 - 
R2x2 0.5968 0.28 - 
R1 0.6314 0.23 - 

CS + R2x2 0.0001 18.857 Interactive  
CS + R1 0.0001 26.941 Interactive  
R2x2 + R1 0.8754 0.025 - 

CS + R2x2 + R1 0.0001 23.131 Interactive  
 

 The results in Table 4.5 are interpreted as follows. 

• The CS pattern may be indicative of the secondary structure elements of the 

p53 protein. 

• When the CS pattern was considered with R2x2 and R1 patterns, the effect 

cancelled each other out which means that the CS pattern has an interactive 

effect with the D-sites. 

 

4.4.4 Relating Defined Patterns to Post Translational Modifications (PTM) 

 The modification of the p53 molecule after its translation is known as PTM. It 

activates and stabilizes the p53 molecule, which influences the expression of target 

genes. Stress signals such as UV rays, chemical agents and heat shock, activate 

various kinases and acetyltransferases (enzymes), which modify the p53 molecule by 

the addition of phosphoryl or acetyl molecules. The modified p53 interacts with 
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various target genes in the nucleus, leading to diverse cellular responses including cell 

cycle arrest, apoptosis, cellular senescence and DNA repair. When p53 is no longer 

needed, it is ubiquitylated by MDM2 enzyme and moved out of the nucleus for 

degradation (Figure 4.5). The deregulation of the PTM contributes to tumorigenesis 

(Bode & Dong, 2004). 

 

Figure 4.3. Process of post translational modification in p53. (modified from Bode & 

Dong, 2004) 

 The observed chi-square values and p-values for the association testing 

between each pattern and PTM are listed in Table 4.6. It shows that the patterns CS + 

R2x2 and CS + R2x2 + R1 are stronger and significantly associated with the PTM at 5% 

significance level, whereas CS pattern alone shows significant association with PTM 

at 1% significance level. The chi-square values for the R2x2 and R1 patterns are very 

small, but when the CS pattern is considered together with R2x2 and R2x2 + R1 

patterns, the chi-square value increases and is also strong and significant, whereas 

when CS is considered with R1 pattern the chi-square value is the small and not 

significant. The strong effect of CS + R1 and CS + R2x2 + R1 may be due to the effect 

of the CS pattern.  
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Table 4.6. 𝜒!  values for association testing between defined pattern and post 

translational modifications 

Patterns P-Value 𝝌𝟐 Value Notes 
CS 0.0815 3.035 - 
R2x2 0.5655 0.330 - 
R1 0.7274 0.122 - 

CS + R2x2 0.0333 4.529 Interactive 
CS + R1 0.1424 2.152 - 
R2x2 + R1 0.7519 0.1 - 

CS + R2x2 + R1 0.0484 3.896 Interactive 
 

 The results in Table 4.6 are interpreted as follows. 

• The PTM sites are associated with conserved sites. 

• When the CS pattern is considered with the R2x2 and R1 patterns, the effect 

cancelled each other out which means that the CS pattern has an interactive 

effect with D-sites. 

 

4.4.5 Relating Defined Patterns to Site Position  

 The amino acids on the surface of the molecule are hydrophilic in nature and 

interact with other molecules, whereas those buried in the molecule are hydrophobic 

and maintain the structural stability of the molecule. The 3D structure for the DBD is 

available in the PDB database (PDB ID: 1TUP), and was used to analyze the position 

of each amino acid in the binding domain by using pymol software. The observed chi-

square values for association testing between each statistical pattern and position are 

listed in Table 4.10. It conveys that the position has significant association with the 

patterns, CS + R2x2 and CS + R2x2 + R1 with a ~5% significance level and this strong 

effect may be due to the joint effect of the patterns. 
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Table 4.7. 𝜒! values for association testing between defined pattern and site position 

Patterns P-Value 𝝌𝟐 Value 

CS 0.2795 1.17 
R2x2 0.7525 0.099 
R1 0.6588 0.195 

CS + R2x2 0.0499 3.844 
CS + R1 0.3383 0.917 
R2x2 + R1 0.7022 0.146 

CS + R2x2 + R1 0.0598 3.542 
 

 The results in Table 4.10 can be interpreted as follows: 

• Some patterns (CS + R2x2 and CS + R2x2 + R1) have a strong effect on the 

position of the amino acid. 

4.4.5.1 3D Position of Selected Sites from R2x2 and R1 Methods 
	  
 With pymol software, the D-sites were located on the 3D structure of the p53 

DBD (PDB ID: 1TUP). Figure 4.7 signifies that the some of the identified D-sites are 

located on the surface of the molecule and may be involved in interaction with other 

molecules. Consequently, the 3D location of the identified sites on the DBD confirms 

that these sites are important for p53`s site-specific binding activity.  

 

Figure 4.4. Identified D-sites located on the surface of the p53 molecule. The D-sites 

are indicated in black. 
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 The 3D structure also shows that some of the identified D-sites form clear 

regions. There were five regions found, and all were neighbors of the conserved 

region in the core domain.  There were four regions located on the exterior of the core 

domain, and only one region was buried inside. Table 4.11 lists the identified D-site 

regions and their positions. Figure 4.8 presents the identified D-site regions in the 3D 

structure of the p53 protein core domain. 

 

Table 4.8. Identified D-site regions and their positions in human p53  

Region Start-end (residues) Position 
Region 1 112: G-115: H Exterior 
Region 2 189: A-192: Q Exterior 
Region 3 200: N-214: H Exterior 
Region 4 233: H-236: Y Interior 
Region 5 261: S-264: L Exterior 
 

 

Figure 4.5. Identified D-site regions in the 3D structure of the p53 protein core 

domain. The D-site regions are indicated in black. 
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4.4.6 Relating Sites Based on Residue Variability to Mutation Frequency  

	  
 The mutation frequency for each amino acid position in the human p53 was 

obtained from the UMD p53 database. The mutation distribution, along with the p53 

sequence is depicted in Figure 4.10. It clearly demonstrates that the mutation rate is 

higher in the p53 DNA binding domain (Site No.: 102-292). The sites with a very 

high mutation frequency (MF: 500-1500) are highly conserved and are identified as 

mutational hotspots (Almog & Rotter, 1998; May & May, 1999). 

 In this thesis, the relationship between sites classified, based on site 

characteristics (D-sites, C-sites, and H-sites) and the mutation frequency in DBD was 

analyzed. The C-sites are independent, and hence have an N(x) value equal to zero. 

The chosen threshold N(x) for the D-sites was that: for the R2x2 analysis, N(x) >4,  

and for the R1 analysis, N(x) >0; and the other sites were considered as H-sites.  

 

 

Figure 4.6. Mutation distribution along p53 sequence. 

 

 For each site type, the number of sites, the total mutational frequency and the 

average are shown in Table 4.12. For the C-sites, the mutational frequencies of the six 

mutation hotspots (MF: 500-1500) were excluded as outliers. The table clearly shows 
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that the MF for C-sites is higher than the MF for the D-sites or H-sites. The D-sites 

are associated with the other sites and are much more difficult to mutate, and the C- 

sites are independent and easier to mutate, and hence, have a high MF. 

 

Table 4.9. Site types and mutation frequency 

Sites No. of 
sites 

MF 
(sum of all sites) 

MF 
(avg.) 

D-sites 44 2039 46.34 
C-sites 111 10827 97.54 
H-sites 30 1265 42.16 

 
Note: For C-sites, six mutational hotspots are excluded. 
 

 Some of the D-sites (146: W, 156: R, 157: V and 192: Q) and H-sites (195: I 

and 155: T) have a high MF (>100). It is evident that these sites were not randomly 

seen but were present as neighbours of the conserved regions. Their high MF may be 

due to the neighbouring effect of conserved regions.  

 

4.5 Discussions and Conclusions 

	  
 In the first phase of analysis, the experimental studies on p53 protein multiple 

sequence alignment confirm that the proposed granular association testing method is 

appropriate to identify and label associated site patterns in aligned biosequences. The 

method extracts the information, in the data, by using different resolutions of the two 

dimensional contingency table. The experiments on p53 show that the method 

identifies associated patterns in the R2x2 and R1 analyses. Also, the R2x2 analysis 

identifies a higher number of sites than the R1 analysis, and the number of sites 

associated with each site differs in both the analyses. The second phase of analysis 

revealed that the defined patterns are associated with some structural and functional 
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properties of the p53 protein. In the following, comparisons between the defined 

patterns and the functionalities of the p53 protein are summarized. 

 The comparison between the defined patterns and discriminating types (among 

the p53 family members) indicates that discriminate type III that differentiates p53 

from p63 and p73 is the most important type to be analyzed. Also, some patterns (CS, 

R2x2, CS + R1, R2x2 + R1) show a significant association relationship with the 

discriminate type III with a significance level of 0.01%. The comparison suggests that 

discriminate type III sites in the p53 family members may be indicative of functional 

sites, and further analysis of these sites might indicate some biological and cancer 

suppressing properties of these molecules. 

 The comparison between the defined patterns and the polarity of the amino 

acids denotes that the dependency is weaker in all associations except for the R1 

pattern. The R1 pattern exhibits a strong association relationship with the polar and 

polar charged amino acids with a significance level of 0.1%. However, the conclusion 

is that the association relationship between all other patterns and the polarity of the 

amino acids are not strong enough to identify a significant relationship.  

 The comparison between the defined patterns and secondary structure 

elements demonstrates that the patterns, CS, CS + R2x2, CS + R1 and CS + R2x2 + R1 

have strong association relationship with a significance level of 0.01%. It is evident 

that the CS patterns might be indicative of secondary structure elements in the p53 

protein. The R2x2 and R1 patterns, mapped on the three dimensional structure of the 

p53 core domain, illustrate that these patterns comprise parts of the beta strands and 

are neighbours of the conserved region in the core domain of the molecule. 

 The comparison between the defined patterns and post translational 

modifications (PTM) denotes that the CS + R2x2 and CS + R2x2 + R1 patterns have a 
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strong association relationship with the PTM with a significance level of ~5%. The 

strong effect may be the effect of the CS pattern such that the PTM is associated with 

the conserved sites. The knowledge that is extracted from this study, with respect to 

the PTM can be used to improve the diagnosis and therapy for the PTM defects in 

cancer. 

 The comparison between the defined patterns and site positions showed that 

some patterns (CS + R2x2, CS + R2x2 + R1) have a strong association relationship with 

the site position. Mapping the R2x2 and R1 patterns on the p53 core domain three-

dimensional structure conveys that some of these sites are present on the surface of 

the molecule and form distinct clear regions. Most of these regions (4 out of 5) are 

located on the exterior of the core domain. These regions may be interacting with 

other molecules. This region information can be used to construct the predicted three-

dimensional structure of the unknown molecule. 

 The comparison of the sites classified based on the site characteristics and 

mutation frequency of amino acid in the p53 core domain identified C-sites as 

important sites. The C-sites are independent and easy to mutate, and thus, have a high 

mutation frequency (MF), when the sites are compared to the other sites. Some of the 

D-sites (4 out of 44) and H-sites (2 out of 30) have a high MF and are evidently close 

to the conserved region. The high MF may be due to the effect of the conserved 

region, and these sites should be further analyzed through an experimental study such 

as a knockout mouse study to understand their significance in cancer.  

 The structural and functional characteristics of the p53 molecule are vital for 

its tumor suppressor activity. Under network of cell protein interactions these 

characteristics control the behavior of the cell.  A thorough understanding of the p53 
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molecule and its environment is extremely useful in the development of new 

strategies for treating and preventing cancer. 

 In summary, the extracted association patterns in combination with conserved 

sites have proven to be indicative of some structural and functional characteristics of 

the p53 protein. This study does not include the hypervariate sites (H-sites) in the 

second phase of analysis. Further studies can examine the importance of H-sites in the 

p53 protein. To predict functional sites in biomolecules, the proposed method depends 

on information extracted from multiple sequence alignment of the biomolecule and no 

structural information is required. Also, this information can provide additional 

insights into efficient drug design by complementing slow and expensive laboratory 

experiments with fast and less expensive computer simulations.  
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Chapter 5 

Summary of Contributions 

 In this thesis, granular association testing method to detect association patterns 

in aligned biological sequence ensembles is proposed. This method is evaluated by 

applying it to the p53 protein in the experiments. From the computer science 

perspective, the principal contributions of the research are summarized as follows. 

• The concept of granular computing is applied to develop an association testing 

to detect significant association patterns in aligned sequence ensembles. By 

constructing three different sizes of contingency tables, three levels of data 

abstractions are introduced. 

• Two selection criteria are constructed to select a 2x2 sub-table from a full 

contingency table and adopted to evaluate the association relationship between 

two variables. The proposal can be applied, when the sample size is small and 

the contingency tables are sparse. 

• Five discriminating types among the aligned sequences of the p53 family 

members, based on amino acid residues in each aligned site, are presented. 

•  The research proves that association testing is suitable for identifying 

significant associations in data. 

• The research further supports that significant association patterns are vital in 

sequence analysis problems as an indicator of the functionality of the 

molecule. 
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From the molecular biology perspective, the results reveal associations between the 

statistical patterns and certain functionalities of the p53 as follows. 

• It is found that some patterns (CS, R2x2, CS + R1, R2x2 + R1) significantly 

discriminate p53 from p63 and p73 (discriminate type III). 

• Some patterns are indicative of secondary structure elements of the p53 

protein. 

• Post translational modifications (PTM) are associated with the conserved sites.  

• Some of the D-sites form distinct regions that are neighbors of the conserved 

region. 

• C-sites are independent and have a high mutation frequency.  

  

 The experimental results reveal that the defined patterns are associated with 

certain functionalities of a biomolecule. Based on the research, it is confirmed that 

association patterns can be indicative of the functionality of a molecule. 
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Appendix A 

Glossary 

 

Acetylation    The metabolic process of introducing an acetyl

     group into an organic molecule. 

Alignment       The process of lining up two or more sequences 

     to achieve maximal levels of identity (and  

     conservation, in the case of amino acid  

     sequences) for the purpose of assessing the  

     degree of similarity and the possibility of  

     homology. 

Alpha helix    A spiral shape constituting one form of the  

     secondary structure of proteins, arising from a 

     specific hydrogen-bonding structure. 

Apoptosis    A multi-step, multi-pathway cell-death program 

     that is inherent in every cell of the body. 

Beta sheet    The second form of secondary structure in  

     proteins, it consist of beta strands connected  

     laterally by at least two or three backbone  

     hydrogen bonds, forming a generally twisted, 

     pleated sheet. 

Clustal W    A commonly used multiple sequence alignment 

     program. 
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Differentiation    The process by which cells becomes   

     progressively more specialized; a normal  

     process through which cells mature. 

DNA binding domain   Regions on a protein that recognizes and  

     interacts with the sequence-specific DNA or  

     non-sequence-specific DNA, each interaction is 

     tailored to the protein's function. 

Epigenetics    Refers to functionally relevant modifications to 

     the genome that do not involve a change in the 

     nucleotide sequence. 

Exon      A nucleotide sequence in DNA that carries the 

     code the final messenger RNA molecule and 

     thus defines the amino acid sequence during  

     protein synthesis. 

Gap     A space introduced into an alignment to  

     compensate for insertions and deletions in one 

     sequence relative to another.  

Homology    Similarity attributed to descent from a common 

     ancestor. 

Hypoxia     Deficiency in the amount of oxygen reaching 

     body tissues. 

Knockout mouse   A genetically engineered mouse in which  

     researchers have inactivated, or "knocked out," 

     an existing gene by replacing it or disrupting it 

     with an artificial piece of DNA. The loss of gene 
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     activity often causes changes in a mouse's  

     phenotype, which includes appearance, behavior 

     and other observable physical and biochemical 

     characteristics. 

Methylation    The metabolic process of introducing a methyl

     group into an organic molecule. 

Multiple sequence alignment    An alignment of three or more sequences with 

     gaps inserted in the sequences such that residues 

     with common structural positions and /or  

     ancestral residues are aligned in the same  

     column.  

Neddylation    The metabolic process of introducing a neddyl

     group into an organic molecule. 

Oligomer    A molecule that consists of more than one  

     monomer units. 

Oligomerization domain   Responsible for stabilizing the oligomeric 

     structure of the protein. 

Oncogene    A gene that has the potential to cause cancer. 

p53 protein    A tumor suppressor protein that normally  

     inhibits the growth of tumors. 

Phosphorylation   The metabolic process of introducing a  

     phosphate group into an organic molecule. 

Proliferation    Growth by rapid production of new parts, cells, 

     buds, or offspring. 
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Ribosomes    Small cellular components composed of  

     specialized ribosomal RNA and protein; site of 

     protein synthesis. 

Secondary structure    The arrangement of a protein chain into regular 

     hydrogen-bonded structures such as alpha helix 

     or beta sheet. 

Senescence    The change in the biology of an organism as it 

     ages after its maturity and the changes range 

     from those affecting its cells and their function 

     to those affecting the whole organism. 

Taxonomy         Analysis on the classification of organisms in an 

     ordered system that indicates natural   

     relationships. 

Transactivation domain  Regions on a protein which helps to activate  

     transcription by contacting transcription factor. 

Transcription     The synthesis of an RNA copy from a sequence 

     of DNA; the first step in gene expression. 

Translation    The third stage of protein biosynthesis (part of 

     the overall process of gene expression); mRNA 

     produced by transcription is decoded by the  

     ribosome to produce a specific amino acid  

     chain, or polypeptide, that will later fold into an 

     active protein. 
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Tumor     An abnormal mass of tissue. Tumors are a  

     classic sign of inflammation, and can be  

     benign or malignant (cancerous). 

Tumor suppressor gene  A gene that helps to reverse the effect of damage 

     to an individual`s genetic material, typically  

     effects  which might lead to uncontrolled cell 

     growth. 

Ubiquitin    A polypeptide found in all eukaryotic cells, that 

     participates in a variety of cellular functions  

     including protein degradation. 

Ubiquitylation    The metabolic process of introducing a ubiquitin

     group into an organic molecule. 
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Appendix B: Multiple Sequence Alignment of p53 Protein 

	  

sp|P04637|P53_HUMAN      -MEEPQSDPSVEPPLSQETFSDLWKLLPENNVLSPLPS----QAMDDLMLSPDDIEQWFT 55
sp|P13481|P53_CERAE      -MEEPQSDPSIEPPLSQETFSDLWKLLPENNVLSPLPS----QAVDDLMLSPDDLAQWLT 55
sp|P61260|P53_MACFU      -MEEPQSDPSIEPPLSQETFSDLWKLLPENNVLSPLPS----QAVDDLMLSPDDLAQWLT 55
sp|P56423|P53_MACFA      -MEEPQSDPSIEPPLSQETFSDLWKLLPENNVLSPLPS----QAVDDLMLSPDDLAQWLT 55
sp|P56424|P53_MACMU      -MEEPQSDPSIEPPLSQETFSDLWKLLPENNVLSPLPS----QAVDDLMLSPDDLAQWLT 55
sp|Q9TTA1|P53_TUPBE      -MEEPQSDPSVEPPLSQETFSDLWKLLPENNVLSPLPS----QAMDDLMLSPDDIEQWFT 55
sp|Q9WUR6|P53_CAVPO      -MEEPHSDLSIEPPLSQETFSDLWKLLPENNVLSDSLS----PPMDHLLLSPEEVASWLG 55
sp|O36006|P53_MARMO      -MEEAQSDLSIEPPLSQETFSDLWNLLPENNVLSPVLS----PPMDDLLLSSEDVENWFD 55
sp|Q64662|P53_SPEBE      ---------------------DLWNLLPENNVLSPVLS----PPMDDLLLSSEDVENWFD 35
sp|P02340|P53_MOUSE      -MEESQSDISLELPLSQETFSGLWKLLPPEDILP-----SP-HCMDDLLLP-QDVEEFFE 52
sp|O09185|P53_CRIGR      -MEEPQSDLSIELPLSQETFSDLWKLLPPNNVLSTLP--SS-DSIEELFLS-ENVTGWLE 55
sp|Q00366|P53_MESAU      -MEEPQSDLSIELPLSQETFSDLWKLLPPNNVLSTLP--SS-DSIEELFLS-ENVAGWLE 55
sp|P10361|P53_RAT        -MEDSQSDMSIELPLSQETFSCLWKLLPPDDILPTTATGSP-NSMEDLFLP-QDVAELLE 57
sp|Q9TUB2|P53_PIG        -MEESQSELGVEPPLSQETFSDLWKLLPENNLLSSELS---LAAVNDLLLSP--VTNWLD 54
sp|Q29537|P53_CANFA      -MEESQSELNIDPPLSQETFSELWNLLPENNVLSSELC----PAVDELLLP-ESVVNWLD 54
sp|P41685|P53_FELCA      -MQEPPLELTIEPPLSQETFSELWNLLPENNVLSSELS----SAMNELPLS-EDVANWLD 54
sp|P67939|P53_BOVIN      -MEESQAELNVEPPLSQETFSDLWNLLPENNLLSSELS----APVDDLLPY-TDVATWLD 54
sp|P67938|P53_BOSIN      -MEESQAELNVEPPLSQETFSDLWNLLPENNLLSSELS----APVDDLLPY-TDVATWLD 54
sp|P51664|P53_SHEEP      -MEESQAELGVEPPLSQETFSDLWNLLPENNLLSSELS----APVDDLLPYSEDVVTWLD 55
sp|Q95330|P53_RABIT      -MEESQSDLSLEPPLSQETFSDLWKLLPENNLLTTSLN----PPVDD-LLSAEDVANWLN 54
sp|Q8SPZ3|P53_DELLE      -MEESQAELGVEPPLSQETFSDLWKLLPENNLLSSELS----PAVDDLLLSPEDVANWLD 55
sp|P79892|P53_HORSE      ------------------------------------------PAVNNLLLS-PDVVNWLD 17
sp|Q29480|P53_EQUAS      ------------------------------------------------------------
sp|P10360|P53_CHICK      -MAEEMEPL-LEP---TEVFMDLWSMLP--------------YSMQQLPLP-EDHSNWQE 40
sp|P07193|P53_XENLA      --MEPSSETGMDPPLSQETFEDLWSLLP--------------DPLQTVTCRLDNLSEFPD 44
sp|Q9W678|P53_BARBU      ----------MAE---SQEFAELWERNLISTQEAG-TC-----------WELIND-EYLP 34
sp|P79734|P53_DANRE      ----------MAQN-DSQEFAELWEKNLIIQPPGGGSC-----------WDIINDEEYLP 38
sp|O93379|P53_ICTPU      MEGNGERDTMMVEPPDSQEFAELWLRNLIVRDN-----------------SLWGKEEEIP 43
sp|P79820|P53_ORYLA      ------MDPVPDLPESQGSFQELWETVSYPPLETLSLP---TVNEPTGSWVATGDMFLLD 51
sp|P25035|P53_ONCMY      ---MADLAENVSLPLSQESFEDLWKMNLNLVAVQPPET-----------ESWVGYDNFMM 46
sp|O12946|P53_PLAFE      MMDEQGLDGMQILPGSQDSFSELWASVQTPSIATI----------------AEEFDDHLG 44
sp|Q9W679|P53_TETMU      -MEEENIS----LPLSQDTFQDLWDNVSAPPISTIQTA---ALENEA--WPAERQMNMMC 50
sp|Q92143|P53_XIPMA      -MEEADLT----LPLSQDTFHDLWNNVFLSTENES----------------LPPPEGLLS 39
sp|O57538|P53_XIPHE      -MEEADLT----LPLSQDTFHDLWNNVFLSTENES----------------LAPPEGLLS 39
                                                                                     

sp|P04637|P53_HUMAN      EDPGPDEAPR---MPEAAPPVAPAPAAPTPAAPAPAPSWPLSSSVPSQKTYQGSYGFRLG 112
sp|P13481|P53_CERAE      EDPGPDEAPR---MSEAAPHMAPTPAAPTPAAPAPAPSWPLSSSVPSQKTYHGSYGFRLG 112
sp|P61260|P53_MACFU      EDPGPDEAPR---MSEAAPPMAPTPAAPTPAAPAPAPSWPLSSSVPSQKTYHGSYGFRLG 112
sp|P56423|P53_MACFA      EDPGPDEAPR---MSEAAPPMAPTPAAPTPAAPAPAPSWPLSSSVPSQKTYHGSYGFRLG 112
sp|P56424|P53_MACMU      EDPGPDEAPR---MSEAAPPMAPTPAAPTPAAPAPAPSWPLSSSVPSQKTYHGSYGFRLG 112
sp|Q9TTA1|P53_TUPBE      EDPGPDEAPR---MPEAAPPVAPAPAAPTPAAPAPAPSWPLSSSVPSQKTYQGSYGFRLG 112
sp|Q9WUR6|P53_CAVPO      EN--PDGDGH---VSAAPVSEAPTSAGPALVAPAPATSWPLSSSVPSHKPYRGSYGFEVH 110
sp|O36006|P53_MARMO      K--GPDEALQ---MSAAPAPKAPTPAASTLAAPSPATSWPLSSSVPSQNTYPGVYGFRLG 110
sp|Q64662|P53_SPEBE      K--GPDEALQ---MSAAPAPKAPTPAASTLAAPTPAISWPLSSSVPSQNTYPGVYGFRLG 90
sp|P02340|P53_MOUSE      GPSEALRVSG------APAAQDPVTETPGPVAPAPATPWPLSSFVPSQKTYQGNYGFHLG 106
sp|O09185|P53_CRIGR      DSGGALQG---VAAAAASTAEDPVTETPAPVASAPATPWPLSSSVPSYKTYQGDYGFRLG 112
sp|Q00366|P53_MESAU      DPGEALQGSAAAAAPAAPAAEDPVAETPAPVASAPATPWPLSSSVPSYKTYQGDYGFRLG 115
sp|P10361|P53_RAT        GPEEALQVS-------APAAQEPGTEAPAPVAPASATPWPLSSSVPSQKTYQGNYGFHLG 110
sp|Q9TUB2|P53_PIG        EN--PDDASR---VPAPPAATAPAPAAP-----APATSWPLSSFVPSQKTYPGSYDFRLG 104
sp|Q29537|P53_CANFA      ED--SDDAPR---MPATSAPTAPGPAP----------SWPLSSSVPSPKTYPGTYGFRLG 99
sp|P41685|P53_FELCA      EA--PDDASG---MSAVPAPAAPAPATP-----APAISWPLSSFVPSQKTYPGAYGFHLG 104
sp|P67939|P53_BOVIN      EC--PNEAPQ---MPEPSAPAAPPPATP-----APATSWPLSSFVPSQKTYPGNYGFRLG 104
sp|P67938|P53_BOSIN      EC--PNEAPQ---MPEPSAPAAPPPATP-----APATSWPLSSFVPSQKTYPGNYGFRLG 104
sp|P51664|P53_SHEEP      EC--PNEAPQ---MPEP-----PAQAAL-----APATSWPLSSFVPSQKTYPGNYGFRLG 100
sp|Q95330|P53_RABIT      ED--PEEGLR---VPAAPAPEAPAPAAPALAAPAPATSWPLSSSVPSQKTYHGNYGFRLG 109
sp|Q8SPZ3|P53_DELLE      ER--PDEAPQ---MPEPPAPAAPTPAAP-----APATSWPLSSFVPSQKTYPGSYGFHLG 105
sp|P79892|P53_HORSE      EG--PDEAPR---MPAAPAPLAPAPAT----------SWPLSSFVPSQKTYPGCYGFRLG 62
sp|Q29480|P53_EQUAS      ------------------------------------------------------------
sp|P10360|P53_CHICK      LSPLEPSDPP---PPPPPPPLPLAAAAPPPLNPPTPPRAAPSPVVPSTEDYGGDFDFRVG 97
sp|P07193|P53_XENLA      YP-----------LAADMTVLQEGLMGN-------AVPTVTSCAVPSTDDYAGKYGLQLD 86
sp|Q9W678|P53_BARBU      SS-----FDPNIFDNVLTE--QPQPST-----------SPPTASVPVATDYPGEHGFKLG 76
sp|P79734|P53_DANRE      GS-----FDPNFFENVLEE--QPQPST-----------LPPTSTVPETSDYPGDHGFRLR 80
sp|O93379|P53_ICTPU      DD-----LQEVPCDVLLSDMLQPQSSS-----------SPPTSTVPVTSDYPGLLNFTLH 87
sp|P79820|P53_ORYLA      QDLSGTFDDK--IFDIPIEPVPTNEVN------------PPPTTVPVTTDYPGSYELELR 97
sp|P25035|P53_ONCMY      EAPLQVEFDPSLFEVSATEP-APQPSIS-----TLDTGSPPTSTVPTTSDYPGALGFQLR 100
sp|O12946|P53_PLAFE      NLLQNGFDMN--LFELPPEMVAKDSVT------------PPSSTVPVVTDYPGEYGFQLR 90
sp|Q9W679|P53_TETMU      NFMDSTFNEA--LFNLLPEPPSRDGAN------------SSSPTVPVTTDYPGEYGFKLR 96
sp|Q92143|P53_XIPMA      QNMD---------FWEDPETMQETKNV------------PTAPTVPAISNYAGEHGFNLE 78
sp|O57538|P53_XIPHE      QNMD---------FWEDPETMQETKNV------------PTAPTVPAISNYAGEHGFNLE 78
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sp|P04637|P53_HUMAN      FLHSGTAKSVTCTYSPALNKMFCQLAKTCPVQLWVDSTPPPGTRVRAMAIYKQSQHMTEV 172
sp|P13481|P53_CERAE      FLHSGTAKSVTCTYSPDLNKMFCQLAKTCPVQLWVDSTPPPGSRVRAMAIYKQSQHMTEV 172
sp|P61260|P53_MACFU      FLHSGTAKSVTCTYSPDLNKMFCQLAKTCPVQLWVDSTPPPGSRVRAMAIYKQSQHMTEV 172
sp|P56423|P53_MACFA      FLHSGTAKSVTCTYSPDLNKMFCQLAKTCPVQLWVDSTPPPGSRVRAMAIYKQSQHMTEV 172
sp|P56424|P53_MACMU      FLHSGTAKSVTCTYSPDLNKMFCQLAKTCPVQLWVDSTPPPGSRVRAMAIYKQSQHMTEV 172
sp|Q9TTA1|P53_TUPBE      FLHSGTAKSVTCTYSPDLNKLFCQLAKTCPVQLWVDSAPPPGTRVRAMAIYKQSQYVTEV 172
sp|Q9WUR6|P53_CAVPO      FLKSGTAKSVTCTYSPGLNKLFCQLAKTCPVQVWVESPPPPGTRVRALAIYKKSQHMTEV 170
sp|O36006|P53_MARMO      FLHSGTAKSVTCTYSPSLNKLFCQLAKTCPVQLWVDSTPPPGTRVRAMAIYKKSQHMTEV 170
sp|Q64662|P53_SPEBE      FIHSGTAKSVTCTYSPSLNKLFCQLAKTCPVQLWVDSTPPPGTRVRAMAIYKKSQHMTEV 150
sp|P02340|P53_MOUSE      FLQSGTAKSVMCTYSPPLNKLFCQLAKTCPVQLWVSATPPAGSRVRAMAIYKKSQHMTEV 166
sp|O09185|P53_CRIGR      FLHSGTAKSVTCTYSPSLNKLFCQLAKTCPVQLWVNSTPPPGTRVRAMAIYKKLQYMTEV 172
sp|Q00366|P53_MESAU      FLHSGTAKSVTCTYSPSLNKLFCQLAKTCPVQLWVSSTPPPGTRVRAMAIYKKLQYMTEV 175
sp|P10361|P53_RAT        FLQSGTAKSVMCTYSISLNKLFCQLAKTCPVQLWVTSTPPPGTRVRAMAIYKKSQHMTEV 170
sp|Q9TUB2|P53_PIG        FLHSGTAKSVTCTYSPALNKLFCQLAKTCPVQLWVSSPPPPGTRVRAMAIYKKSEYMTEV 164
sp|Q29537|P53_CANFA      FLHSGTAKSVTWTYSPLLNKLFCQLAKTCPVQLWVSSPPPPNTCVRAMAIYKKSEFVTEV 159
sp|P41685|P53_FELCA      FLQSGTAKSVTCTYSPPLNKLFCQLAKTCPVQLWVRSPPPPGTCVRAMAIYKKSEFMTEV 164
sp|P67939|P53_BOVIN      FLQSGTAKSVTCTYSPSLNKLFCQLAKTCPVQLWVDSPPPPGTRVRAMAIYKKLEHMTEV 164
sp|P67938|P53_BOSIN      FLQSGTAKSVTCTYSPSLNKLFCQLAKTCPVQLWVDSPPPPGTRVRAMAIYKKLEHMTEV 164
sp|P51664|P53_SHEEP      FLHSGTAKSVTCTYSPSLNKLFCQLAKTCPVQLWVDSPPPPGTRVRAMAIYKKLEHMTEV 160
sp|Q95330|P53_RABIT      FLHSGTAKSVTCTYSPCLNKLFCQLAKTCPVQLWVDSTPPPGTRVRAMAIYKKSQHMTEV 169
sp|Q8SPZ3|P53_DELLE      FLHSGTAKSVTCTYSPALNKLFCQLAKTCPVQLWVSSPPPPGTRVRAMAIYKKSEYMTEV 165
sp|P79892|P53_HORSE      FLNSGTAKSVTCTYSPTLNKLFCQLAKTCPVQLLVSSPPPPGTRVRAMAIYKKSEFMTEV 122
sp|Q29480|P53_EQUAS      -------------YSPALNKMFCQLAKTCPVYLRISSPPPPGTRVRAMAIYKKSEFMTEV 47
sp|P10360|P53_CHICK      FVEAGTAKSVTCTYSPVLNKVYCRLAKPCPVQVRVGVAPPPGSSLRAVAVYKKSEHVAEV 157
sp|P07193|P53_XENLA      FQQNGTAKSVTCTYSPELNKLFCQLAKTCPLLVRVESPPPRGSILRATAVYKKSEHVAEV 146
sp|Q9W678|P53_BARBU      FPQSGTAKSVTCTYSSDLNKLFCQLAKTCPVQMVVNVAPPQGSVIRATAIYKKSEHVAEV 136
sp|P79734|P53_DANRE      FPQSGTAKSVTCTYSPDLNKLFCQLAKTCPVQMVVDVAPPQGSVVRATAIYKKSEHVAEV 140
sp|O93379|P53_ICTPU      FQESSGTKSVTCTYSPDLNKLFCQLAKTCPVLMAVSSSPPPGSVLRATAVYKRSEHVAEV 147
sp|P79820|P53_ORYLA      FQKSGTAKSVTSTYSETLNKLYCQLAKTSPIEVRVSKEPPKGAILRATAVYKKTEHVADV 157
sp|P25035|P53_ONCMY      FLQSSTAKSVTCTYSPDLNKLFCQLAKTCPVQIVVDHPPPPGAVVRALAIYKKLSDVADV 160
sp|O12946|P53_PLAFE      FQKSGTAKSVTSTFSELLKKLYCQLAKTSPVEVLLSKEPPQGAVLRATAVYKKTEHVADV 150
sp|Q9W679|P53_TETMU      FQKSGTAKSVTSTYSEILNKLYCQLAKTSLVEVLLGKDPPMGAVLRATAIYKKTEHVAEV 156
sp|Q92143|P53_XIPMA      FNDSGTAKSVTSTYSVKLGKLFCQLAKTTPIGVLVKEEPPQGAVIRATAVYKKTEHVGEV 138
sp|O57538|P53_XIPHE      FNDSGTAKSVTSTYSVKLGKLFCQLAKTTPIGVLVKEEPPQGAVIRATSVYKKTEHVGEV 138
                                      :*  * *::*:***.  : : :   ** .: :** ::**: . : :*

sp|P04637|P53_HUMAN      VRRCPHHERCSD-SDGLAPPQHLIRVEGNLRVEYLDDRNTFRHSVVVPYEPPEVGSDCTT 231
sp|P13481|P53_CERAE      VRRCPHHERCSD-SDGLAPPQHLIRVEGNLRVEYSDDRNTFRHSVVVPYEPPEVGSDCTT 231
sp|P61260|P53_MACFU      VRRCPHHERCSD-SDGLAPPQHLIRVEGNLRVEYSDDRNTFRHSVVVPYEPPEVGSDCTT 231
sp|P56423|P53_MACFA      VRRCPHHERCSD-SDGLAPPQHLIRVEGNLRVEYSDDRNTFRHSVVVPYEPPEVGSDCTT 231
sp|P56424|P53_MACMU      VRRCPHHERCSD-SDGLAPPQHLIRVEGNLRVEYSDDRNTFRHSVVVPYEPPEVGSDCTT 231
sp|Q9TTA1|P53_TUPBE      VRRCPHHERCSD-SDGLAPPQHLIRVEGNLHAEYSDDRNTFRHSVVVPYEPPEVGSDCTT 231
sp|Q9WUR6|P53_CAVPO      VRRCPHHERCSD-SDGLAPPQHLIRVEGNLHAEYVDDRTTFRHSVVVPYEPPEVGSDCTT 229
sp|O36006|P53_MARMO      VRRCPHHERCSD-SDGLAPPQHLIRVEGNLRAEYLDDRNTFRHSVVVPYEPPEVGSECTT 229
sp|Q64662|P53_SPEBE      VRRCPHHERCSD-SDGLAPPQHLIRVEGNLRAEYLDDRNTFRHSVVVPYEPPEVGSESTT 209
sp|P02340|P53_MOUSE      VRRCPHHERCSD-GDGLAPPQHLIRVEGNLYPEYLEDRQTFRHSVVVPYEPPEAGSEYTT 225
sp|O09185|P53_CRIGR      VRRCPHHERSSE-GDSLAPPQHLIRVEGNLHAEYLDDKQTFRHSVVVPYEPPEVGSDCTT 231
sp|Q00366|P53_MESAU      VRRCPHHERSSE-GDGLAPPQHLIRVEGNMHAEYLDDKQTFRHSVVVPYEPPEVGSDCTT 234
sp|P10361|P53_RAT        VRRCPHHERCSD-GDGLAPPQHLIRVEGNPYAEYLDDRQTFRHSVVVPYEPPEVGSDYTT 229
sp|Q9TUB2|P53_PIG        VRRCPHHERSSDYSDGLAPPQHLIRVEGNLRAEYLDDRNTFRHSVVVPYEPPEVGSDCTT 224
sp|Q29537|P53_CANFA      VRRCPHHERCSDSSDGLAPPQHLIRVEGNLRAKYLDDRNTFRHSVVVPYEPPEVGSDYTT 219
sp|P41685|P53_FELCA      VRRCPHHERCPDSSDGLAPPQHLIRVEGNLHAKYLDDRNTFRHSVVVPYEPPEVGSDCTT 224
sp|P67939|P53_BOVIN      VRRCPHHERSSDYSDGLAPPQHLIRVEGNLRAEYLDDRNTFRHSVVVPYESPEIDSECTT 224
sp|P67938|P53_BOSIN      VRRCPHHERSSDYSDGLAPPQHLIRVEGNLRAEYLDDRNTFRHSVVVPYESPEIDSECTT 224
sp|P51664|P53_SHEEP      VRRSPHHERSSDYSDGLAPPQHLIRVEGNLRAEYFDDRNTFRHSVVVPYESPEIESECTT 220
sp|Q95330|P53_RABIT      VRRCPHHERCSD-SDGLAPPQHLIRVEGNLRAEYLDDRNTFRHSVVVPYEPPEVGSDCTT 228
sp|Q8SPZ3|P53_DELLE      VRRCPHHERCSDYSDGLAPPQHLIRVEGNLRAEYLDDRNTFRHSVVVPYEPPEVGSDCTT 225
sp|P79892|P53_HORSE      VRRCPHHERCSDSSDGLAPPQHLIRVEGNLRAEYLDDRNTFRHSVVVPYEPPEVGSDCTT 182
sp|Q29480|P53_EQUAS      VRRCPHHERCSDSSDGLAPPQHLIRVEGNLRAEYLDDRNTLRHSVVVPYEPPEVGSDCTT 107
sp|P10360|P53_CHICK      VRRCPHHERCGGGTDGLAPAQHLIRVEGNPQARYHDDETTKRHSVVVPYEPPEVGSDCTT 217
sp|P07193|P53_XENLA      VKRCPHHERSVEPGEDAAPPSHLMRVEGNLQAYYMEDVNSGRHSVCVPYEGPQVGTECTT 206
sp|Q9W678|P53_BARBU      VRRCPHHERTPDG-DGLAPAAHLIRVEGNSRALYREDDVNSRHSVVVPYEVPQLGSEFTT 195
sp|P79734|P53_DANRE      VRRCPHHERTPDG-DNLAPAGHLIRVEGNQRANYREDNITLRHSVFVPYEAPQLGAEWTT 199
sp|O93379|P53_ICTPU      VRRCPHHERSNDSSDGPAPPGHLLRVEGNSRAVYQEDGNTQAHSVVVPYEPPQVGSQSTT 207
sp|P79820|P53_ORYLA      VRRCPHHQNEDS----VEHRSHLIRVEGSQLAQYFEDPYTKRQSVTVPYEPPQPGSEMTT 213
sp|P25035|P53_ONCMY      VRRCPHHQSTSENNEGPAPRGHLVRVEGNQRSEYMEDGNTLRHSVLVPYEPPQVGSECTT 220
sp|O12946|P53_PLAFE      VRRCPHHQTEDT----AEHRSHLIRLEGSQRALYFEDPHTKRQSVTVPYEPPQLGSETTA 206
sp|Q9W679|P53_TETMU      VRRCPHHQNEDS----AEHRSHLIRMEGSERAQYFEHPHTKRQSVTVPYEPPQLGSEFTT 212
sp|Q92143|P53_XIPMA      VKRCPHHQSEDL----SDNKSHLIRVEGSQLAQYFEDPNTRRHSVTVPYERPQLGSEMTT 194
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sp|O57538|P53_XIPHE      VKRCPHHQSEDL----SDNKSHLIRVEGSQLAQYFEDPNTRRHSVTVPYERPQLGSEMTT 194
                         *:*.***:             **:*:**.    * :.  .  :** **** *:  :: *:

sp|P04637|P53_HUMAN      IHYNYMCNSSCMGGMNRRPILTIITLEDSSGNLLGRNSFEVRVCACPGRDRRTEEENLRK 291
sp|P13481|P53_CERAE      IHYNYMCNSSCMGGMNRRPILTIITLEDSSGNLLGRNSFEVRVCACPGRDRRTEEENFRK 291
sp|P61260|P53_MACFU      IHYNYMCNSSCMGGMNRRPILTIITLEDSSGNLLGRNSFEVRVCACPGRDRRTEEENFRK 291
sp|P56423|P53_MACFA      IHYNYMCNSSCMGGMNRRPILTIITLEDSSGNLLGRNSFEVRVCACPGRDRRTEEENFRK 291
sp|P56424|P53_MACMU      IHYNYMCNSSCMGGMNRRPILTIITLEDSSGNLLGRNSFEVRVCACPGRDRRTEEENFRK 291
sp|Q9TTA1|P53_TUPBE      IHYNYMCNSSCMGGMNRRPILTIITLEDSSGKLLGRNSFEVRICACPGRDRRTEEENFRK 291
sp|Q9WUR6|P53_CAVPO      IHYNYMCNSSCMGGMNRRPILTIITLEDSSGKLLGRDSFEVRVCACPGRDRRTEEENFRK 289
sp|O36006|P53_MARMO      IHYNYMCNSSCMGGMNRRPILTIITLEGSSGNLLGRNSFEVRVCACPGRDRRTEEENFRK 289
sp|Q64662|P53_SPEBE      IHYNYMCNSSCMGGMNRRPILTIITLEDSSGNLLGRNSFEVRVCACPGRDRRTEEENFRK 269
sp|P02340|P53_MOUSE      IHYKYMCNSSCMGGMNRRPILTIITLEDSSGNLLGRDSFEVRVCACPGRDRRTEEENFRK 285
sp|O09185|P53_CRIGR      IHYNYMCNSSCMGGMNRRPILTIITLEDPSGNLLGRNSFEVRICACPGRDRRTEEKNFQK 291
sp|Q00366|P53_MESAU      IHYNYMCNSSCMGGMNRRPILTIITLEDPSGNLLGRNSFEVRICACPGRDRRTEEKNFQK 294
sp|P10361|P53_RAT        IHYKYMCNSSCMGGMNRRPILTIITLEDSSGNLLGRDSFEVRVCACPGRDRRTEEENFRK 289
sp|Q9TUB2|P53_PIG        IHYNFMCNSSCMGGMNRRPILTIITLEDASGNLLGRNSFEVRVCACPGRDRRTEEENFLK 284
sp|Q29537|P53_CANFA      IHYNYMCNSSCMGGMNRRPILTIITLEDSSGNVLGRNSFEVRVCACPGRDRRTEEENFHK 279
sp|P41685|P53_FELCA      IHYNFMCNSSCMGGMNRRPIITIITLEDSNGKLLGRNSFEVRVCACPGRDRRTEEENFRK 284
sp|P67939|P53_BOVIN      IHYNFMCNSSCMGGMNRRPILTIITLEDSCGNLLGRNSFEVRVCACPGRDRRTEEENLRK 284
sp|P67938|P53_BOSIN      IHYNFMCNSSCMGGMNRRPILTIITLEDSCGNLLGRNSFEVRVCACPGRDRRTEEENLRK 284
sp|P51664|P53_SHEEP      IHYNFMCNSSCMGGMNRRPILTIITLEDSRGNLLGRSSFEVRVCACPGRDRRTEEENFRK 280
sp|Q95330|P53_RABIT      IHYNYMCNSSCMGGMNRRPILTIITLEDSSGNLLGRNSFEVRVCACPGRDRRTEEENFRK 288
sp|Q8SPZ3|P53_DELLE      IHYNFMCNSSCMGGMNRRPILTIITLEDSNGNLLGRNSFEVRVCACPGRDRRTEEENFHK 285
sp|P79892|P53_HORSE      IHYNFMCNSSCMGGMNRRPILTIITLEDSSGNLLGRNSFEVRVCACPGRDRRTEEENFRK 242
sp|Q29480|P53_EQUAS      IHYNFMCNSSCMGGMNRRPILTIITLEDSSGNLLGRNSFEVRVCACPGRDRRTEEENFRK 167
sp|P10360|P53_CHICK      VLYNFMCNSSCMGGMNRRPILTILTLEGPGGQLLGRRCFEVRVCACPGRDRKIEEENFRK 277
sp|P07193|P53_XENLA      VLYNYMCNSSCMGGMNRRPILTIITLETPQGLLLGRRCFEVRVCACPGRDRRTEEDNYTK 266
sp|Q9W678|P53_BARBU      VLYNFMCNSSCMGGMNRRPILTIISLETHDGQLLGRRSFEVRVCACPGRDRKTEESNFRK 255
sp|P79734|P53_DANRE      VLLNYMCNSSCMGGMNRRPILTIITLETQEGQLLGRRSFEVRVCACPGRDRKTEESNFKK 259
sp|O93379|P53_ICTPU      VLYNYMCNSSCMGGMNRRPILTIITLETQDGHLLGRRTFEVRVCACPGRDRKTEESNFKK 267
sp|P79820|P53_ORYLA      ILLSYMCNSSCMGGMNRRPILTILTLET-EGLVLGRRCFEVRICACPGRDRKTEEESRQK 272
sp|P25035|P53_ONCMY      VLYNFMCNSSCMGGMNRRPILTIITLETQEGQLLGRRSFEVRVCACPGRDRKTEEINLKK 280
sp|O12946|P53_PLAFE      ILLSFMCNSSCMGGMNRRQILTILTLETPDGLVLGRRCFEVRVCACPGRDRKTDEESSTK 266
sp|Q9W679|P53_TETMU      ILLSFMCNSSCMGGMNRRPILTILTLETQEGIVLGRRCFEVRVCACPGRDRKTEETNSTK 272
sp|Q92143|P53_XIPMA      ILLSFMCNSSCMGGMNRRPILTILTLETTEGEVLGRRCFEVRVCACPGRDRKTEEGNLEK 254
sp|O57538|P53_XIPHE      ILLSFMCNSSCMGGMNRRPILTILTLETTEGEVLGRRCFEVRVCACPGRDRKTEEGNLEK 254
                         :  .:************* *:**::**   * :***  ****:********: :* .  *

sp|P04637|P53_HUMAN      KGEP---HHELPPGSTKRALPNNTS-----SSPQPKKKP------LDGEYFTLQIRGRER 337
sp|P13481|P53_CERAE      KGEP---CHELPPGSTKRALPNNTS-----SSPQPKKKP------LDGEYFTLQIRGRER 337
sp|P61260|P53_MACFU      KGEP---CHQLPPGSTKRALPNNTS-----SSPQPKKKP------LDGEYFTLQIRGRER 337
sp|P56423|P53_MACFA      KGEP---CHQLPPGSTKRALPNNTS-----SSPQPKKKP------LDGEYFTLQIRGRER 337
sp|P56424|P53_MACMU      KGEP---CHQLPPGSTKRALPNNTS-----SSPQPKKKP------LDGEYFTLQIRGRER 337
sp|Q9TTA1|P53_TUPBE      KGES---CPKLPTGSIKRALPTGSS-----SSPQPKKKP------LDEEYFTLQIRGRER 337
sp|Q9WUR6|P53_CAVPO      KGGL---CPEPTPGNIKRALPTSTS-----SSPQPKKKP------LDAEYFTLKIRGRKN 335
sp|O36006|P53_MARMO      RGEP---CPEPPPRSTKRALPNGTS-----SSPQPKKKP------LDGEYFTLKIRGRAR 335
sp|Q64662|P53_SPEBE      RGEP---CPEPPPGSTKRALPTGTN-----SSPQPKKKP------LDGEYFTLKIRGRA- 314
sp|P02340|P53_MOUSE      KEVL---CPELPPGSAKRALPTCTS-----ASPPQKKKP------LDGEYFTLKIRGRKR 331
sp|O09185|P53_CRIGR      KGEP---CPELPPKSAKRALPTNTS-----SSPPPKKKT------LDGEYFTLKIRGHER 337
sp|Q00366|P53_MESAU      KGEP---CPELPPKSAKRALPTNTS-----SSPQPKRKT------LDGEYFTLKIRGQER 340
sp|P10361|P53_RAT        KEEH---CPELPPGSAKRALPTSTS-----SSPQQKKKP------LDGEYFTLKIRGRER 335
sp|Q9TUB2|P53_PIG        KGQS---CPEPPPGSTKRALPTSTS-----SSPVQKKKP------LDGEYFTLQIRGRER 330
sp|Q29537|P53_CANFA      KGEP---CPEPPPGSTKRALPPSTS-----SSPPQKKKP------LDGEYFTLQIRGRER 325
sp|P41685|P53_FELCA      KGEP---CPEPPPGSTKRALPPSTS-----STPPQKKKP------LDGEYFTLQIRGRER 330
sp|P67939|P53_BOVIN      KGQS---CPEPPPRSTKRALPTNTS-----SSPQPKKKP------LDGEYFTLQIRGFKR 330
sp|P67938|P53_BOSIN      KGQS---CPEPPPRSTKRALPTNTS-----SSPQPKKKP------LDGEYFTLQIRGFKR 330
sp|P51664|P53_SHEEP      KGQS---CPEPPPGSTKRALPSSTS-----SSPQQKKKP------LDGEYFTLQIRGRKR 326
sp|Q95330|P53_RABIT      KGEP---CPELPPGSSKRALPTTTTD----SSPQTKKKP------LDGEYFILKIRGRER 335
sp|Q8SPZ3|P53_DELLE      KGQS---CPELPTGSAKRALPTGTS-----SSPPQKKKP------LDGEYFTLQIRGRER 331
sp|P79892|P53_HORSE      KEEP---CPEPPPRSTKRVLSSNTS-----SSPPQKKKP------LDGEYFT-------- 280
sp|Q29480|P53_EQUAS      KEEP---CPEPPPRSTKRVLSSNTS-----SSPPQKEDP------LDGEYFTLH------ 207
sp|P10360|P53_CHICK      RGGA---G-----GVAKRAMSPPTEA----PEPPKKRVLN-----PDNEIFYLQVRGRRR 320
sp|P07193|P53_XENLA      KRGL---KP-----SGKRELAHPPSS----EPPLPKKRLVVV--DDDEEIFTLRIKGRSR 312
sp|Q9W678|P53_BARBU      DQET--KTLDKIPSANKRSLTKDSTSSVPRPEGSKKAKLSG---SSDEEIYTLQVRGKER 310
sp|P79734|P53_DANRE      DQET--KTMAKTTTGTKRSLVKESSSATLRPEGSKKAKGS----SSDEEIFTLQVRGRER 313
sp|O93379|P53_ICTPU      QQEP--KTSGKTLT--KRSMKDPPS----HPEASKKSKNS----SSDDEIYTLQVRGKER 315
sp|P79820|P53_ORYLA      TQ------------PKKRKVTPN------TSSSKRKKSHSSGEEEDNREVFHFEVYGRER 314
sp|P25035|P53_ONCMY      QQETTLETKTKPAQGIKRAMKEASLPAP-QPGASKKTKSSPA--VSDDEIYTLQIRGKEK 337
sp|O12946|P53_PLAFE      TPNG-------PKQTKKRKQAPSNSA--PHTTTVMKSKSSSSAEEEDKEVFTVLVKGRER 317
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sp|Q9W679|P53_TETMU      MQND-------AKDAKKRKSVPT-----PDSTTIKKSKTASSAEEDNNEVYTLQIRGRKR 320
sp|Q92143|P53_XIPMA      SG---------TKQTKKRKSAPA-----PDTSTAKKSKSASSGEDEDKEIYTLSIRGRNR 300
sp|O57538|P53_XIPHE      SG---------TKQTKKRKSAPA-----PDTSTAKKSKSASSGEDEDKEIYTLSIRGRNR 300
                                         **                 *          : * :         

sp|P04637|P53_HUMAN      FEMFRELNEALELKDAQAGKEPGGSRAHSSHL-----KSKKGQSTSRHKKLMFKTE-GPD 391
sp|P13481|P53_CERAE      FEMFRELNEALELKDAQAGKEPAGSRAHSSHL-----KSKKGQSTSRHKKFMFKTE-GPD 391
sp|P61260|P53_MACFU      FEMFRELNEALELKDAQAGKEPAGSRAHSSHL-----KSKKGQSTSRHKKFMFKTE-GPD 391
sp|P56423|P53_MACFA      FEMFRELNEALELKDAQAGKEPAGSRAHSSHL-----KSKKGQSTSRHKKFMFKTE-GPD 391
sp|P56424|P53_MACMU      FEMFRELNEALELKDAQAGKEPAGSRAHSSHL-----KSKKGQSTSRHKKFMFKTE-GPD 391
sp|Q9TTA1|P53_TUPBE      FEMLREINEALELKDAMAGKESAGSRAHSSHL-----KSKKGQSTSRHRKLMFKTE-GPD 391
sp|Q9WUR6|P53_CAVPO      FEILREINEALEFKDAQTEKEPGESRPHSSYP-----KSKKGQSTSCHKKLMFKRE-GLD 389
sp|O36006|P53_MARMO      FEMFQELNEALELKDAQAEKEPGESRPHPSYL-----KSKKGQSTSRHKKIIFKRE-GPD 389
sp|Q64662|P53_SPEBE      ------------------------------------------------------------
sp|P02340|P53_MOUSE      FEMFRELNEALELKDAHATEESGDSRAHSSYL-----KTKKGQSTSRHKKTMVKKV-GPD 385
sp|O09185|P53_CRIGR      FKMFQELNEALELKDAQASKGSEDNGAHSSYL-----KSKKGQSASRLKKLMIKRE-GPD 391
sp|Q00366|P53_MESAU      FKMFQELNEALELKDAQALKASEDSGAHSSYL-----KSKKGQSASRLKKLMIKRE-GPD 394
sp|P10361|P53_RAT        FEMFRELNEALELKDARAAEESGDSRAHSSYP-----KTKKGQSTSRHKKPMIKKV-GPD 389
sp|Q9TUB2|P53_PIG        FEMFRELNDALELKDAQTARESGENRAHSSHL-----KSKKGQSPSRHKKPMFKRE-GPD 384
sp|Q29537|P53_CANFA      YEMFRNLNEALELKDAQSGKEPGGSRAHSSHL-----KAKKGQSTSRHKKLMFKRE-GLD 379
sp|P41685|P53_FELCA      FEMFRELNEALELKDAQSGKEPGGSRAHSSHL-----KAKKGQSTSRHKKPMLKRE-GLD 384
sp|P67939|P53_BOVIN      YEMFRELNDALELKDALDGREPGESRAHSSHL-----KSKKRPSPSCHKKPMLKRE-GPD 384
sp|P67938|P53_BOSIN      YEMFRELNDALELKDALDGREPGESRAHSSHL-----KSKKRPSPSCHKKPMLKRE-GPD 384
sp|P51664|P53_SHEEP      FEMFRELNEALELMDAQAGREPGESRAHSSHL-----KSKKGPSPSCHKKPMLKRE-GPD 380
sp|Q95330|P53_RABIT      FEMFRELNEALELKDAQAEKEPGGSRAHSSYL-----KAKKGQSTSRHKKPMFKRE-GPD 389
sp|Q8SPZ3|P53_DELLE      FEMFRELNEALELKDAQAGKEPGESRAHSSHL-----KSKKGQSPSRHKKLMFKRE-GPD 385
sp|P79892|P53_HORSE      ------------------------------------------------------------
sp|Q29480|P53_EQUAS      ------------------------------------------------------------
sp|P10360|P53_CHICK      YEMLKEINEALQLAEGGSAPRPSKGR----RV-----KVE-GPQPSCGKKLLQK---GSD 367
sp|P07193|P53_XENLA      YEMIKKLNDALELQESLDQQ-----KVTIKCR-----KCRDEIKPKKGKKLLVKDE-QPD 361
sp|Q9W678|P53_BARBU      YEMLKKINDSLELSDVVPPSEMDRYRQKLLTK--GKKKDGQTPEPKRGKKLMVKDE-KSD 367
sp|P79734|P53_DANRE      YEILKKLNDSLELSDVVPASDAEKYRQKFMTK--NKKENRESSEPKQGKKLMVKDEGRSD 371
sp|O93379|P53_ICTPU      YEFLKKINDGLELSDVVPPADQEKYRQKLLSKTCRKERDGAAGEPKRGKKRLVKEE-KCD 374
sp|P79820|P53_ORYLA      YEFLKKINDGLELLEKESKSKN----------------KDSGMVPSSGKKLKSN------ 352
sp|P25035|P53_ONCMY      YEMLKKFNDSLELSELVPVADADKYRQKCLTKRVAKRDFGVG--PKKRKKLLVKEE-KSD 394
sp|O12946|P53_PLAFE      YEIIKKINEAFEGAAEKEKAKNKVAV------------KQELPVPSSGKRLVQRGE-RSD 364
sp|Q9W679|P53_TETMU      YEMLKKINDGLD--LLENKPKSKATH------------RPDGPIPPSGKRLLHRGE-KSD 365
sp|Q92143|P53_XIPMA      YLWFKSLNDGLELMDKTGPKIK-----------------QEIPAPSSGKRLLKGGS-DSD 342
sp|O57538|P53_XIPHE      YLWFKSLNDGLELMDKTGPKIK-----------------QEIPAPSSGKRLLKGGS-DSD 342
                                                                                     

sp|P04637|P53_HUMAN      SD 393
sp|P13481|P53_CERAE      SD 393
sp|P61260|P53_MACFU      SD 393
sp|P56423|P53_MACFA      SD 393
sp|P56424|P53_MACMU      SD 393
sp|Q9TTA1|P53_TUPBE      SD 393
sp|Q9WUR6|P53_CAVPO      SD 391
sp|O36006|P53_MARMO      SD 391
sp|Q64662|P53_SPEBE      --
sp|P02340|P53_MOUSE      SD 387
sp|O09185|P53_CRIGR      SD 393
sp|Q00366|P53_MESAU      SD 396
sp|P10361|P53_RAT        SD 391
sp|Q9TUB2|P53_PIG        SD 386
sp|Q29537|P53_CANFA      SD 381
sp|P41685|P53_FELCA      SD 386
sp|P67939|P53_BOVIN      SD 386
sp|P67938|P53_BOSIN      SD 386
sp|P51664|P53_SHEEP      SD 382
sp|Q95330|P53_RABIT      SD 391
sp|Q8SPZ3|P53_DELLE      SD 387
sp|P79892|P53_HORSE      --
sp|Q29480|P53_EQUAS      --
sp|P10360|P53_CHICK      --
sp|P07193|P53_XENLA      SE 363
sp|Q9W678|P53_BARBU      SD 369
sp|P79734|P53_DANRE      SD 373
sp|O93379|P53_ICTPU      SD 376
sp|P79820|P53_ORYLA      --

sp|P25035|P53_ONCMY      SD 396
sp|O12946|P53_PLAFE      SD 366
sp|Q9W679|P53_TETMU      SD 367
sp|Q92143|P53_XIPMA      --
sp|O57538|P53_XIPHE      --
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Appendix C: Multiple Sequence Alignment of Human 

Sequences of p53, p63, and p73 Proteins 

 

 

	  
	  
	  

CLUSTAL 2.1 multiple sequence alignment

sp|P04637|P53_HUMAN      ------------------------------------MEEPQSDPSVEPPLSQETFSDLWK 24
sp|Q9H3D4|P63_HUMAN      MNFETSRCATLQYCPDPYIQRFVETPAHFSWKESYYRSTMSQSTQTNEFLSPEVFQHIWD 60
sp|O15350|P73_HUMAN      ---------------------------------------MAQSTATSPDGG-TTFEHLWS 20
                                                                  ... ..   .  .*..:*.

sp|P04637|P53_HUMAN      LLPE-----------------NNVLSPLPSQAMDDLMLSP----DDIEQWFTE----DPG 59
sp|Q9H3D4|P63_HUMAN      FLEQPICSVQPIDLNFVDEPSEDGATNKIEISMDCIRMQDSDLSDPMWPQYTNLGLLNSM 120
sp|O15350|P73_HUMAN      SLEP---DSTYFDLPQSSRGNNE-VVGGTDSSMDVFHLEG--MTTSVMAQFN---LLSST 71
                          *                   ::      . :** : :.       :   :.     .. 

sp|P04637|P53_HUMAN      PDEAPRMPEAAPPVAPAPAAPTPAAPAPAP-------SWPLSSSVPSQKTYQGSYGFRLG 112
sp|Q9H3D4|P63_HUMAN      DQQIQNGSSSTSPYNTDHAQNSVTAPSPYAQPSSTFDALSPSPAIPSNTDYPGPHSFDVS 180
sp|O15350|P73_HUMAN      MDQMSSRAASASPYTPEHAA-SVPTHSPYAQPSSTFDTMSPAPVIPSNTDYPGPHHFEVT 130
                          ::    . ::.*  .  *  : .: :* .       : . :. :**:. * *.: * : 

sp|P04637|P53_HUMAN      FLHSGTAKSVTCTYSPALNKMFCQLAKTCPVQLWVDSTPPPGTRVRAMAIYKQSQHMTEV 172
sp|Q9H3D4|P63_HUMAN      FQQSSTAKSATWTYSTELKKLYCQIAKTCPIQIKVMTPPPQGAVIRAMPVYKKAEHVTEV 240
sp|O15350|P73_HUMAN      FQQSSTAKSATWTYSPLLKKLYCQIAKTCPIQIKVSTPPPPGTAIRAMPVYKKAEHVTDV 190
                         * :*.****.* ***. *:*::**:*****:*: * :.** *: :***.:**:::*:*:*

sp|P04637|P53_HUMAN      VRRCPHHERCSDSD--GLAPPQHLIRVEGNLRVEYLDDRNTFRHSVVVPYEPPEVGSDCT 230
sp|Q9H3D4|P63_HUMAN      VKRCPNHELSREFNEGQIAPPSHLIRVEGNSHAQYVEDPITGRQSVLVPYEPPQVGTEFT 300
sp|O15350|P73_HUMAN      VKRCPNHELGRDFNEGQSAPASHLIRVEGNNLSQYVDDPVTGRQSVVVPYEPPQVGTEFT 250
                         *:***:**   : :    **..********   :*::*  * *:**:******:**:: *

sp|P04637|P53_HUMAN      TIHYNYMCNSSCMGGMNRRPILTIITLEDSSGNLLGRNSFEVRVCACPGRDRRTEEENLR 290
sp|Q9H3D4|P63_HUMAN      TVLYNFMCNSSCVGGMNRRPILIIVTLETRDGQVLGRRCFEARICACPGRDRKADEDSIR 360
sp|O15350|P73_HUMAN      TILYNFMCNSSCVGGMNRRPILIIITLEMRDGQVLGRRSFEGRICACPGRDRKADEDHYR 310
                         *: **:******:********* *:***  .*::***..** *:********:::*:  *

sp|P04637|P53_HUMAN      KKGEP--HHELPPGSTKRALPNNTSSSPQP-----KKKPLDGEYFTLQIRGRERFEMFRE 343
sp|Q9H3D4|P63_HUMAN      KQQVS--DSTKNGDGTKRPFRQNTHGIQMT--SIKKRRSPDDELLYLPVRGRETYEMLLK 416
sp|O15350|P73_HUMAN      EQQALNESSAKNGAASKRAFKQSPPAVPALGAGVKKRRHGDEDTYYLQVRGRENFEILMK 370
                         ::            .:**.: :.. .         *::  * :   * :**** :*:: :

sp|P04637|P53_HUMAN      LNEALELKDAQAGKEPGGSRAHSS-----------HLKSKK--GQSTS------------ 378
sp|Q9H3D4|P63_HUMAN      IKESLELMQYLPQHTIETYRQQQQQQHQHLLQKQTSIQSPSSYGNSSPPLNKMN-SMNKL 475
sp|O15350|P73_HUMAN      LKESLELMELVPQPLVDSYRQQQQ-----LLQRPSHLQPPS-YGPVLSPMNKVHGGMNKL 424
                         ::*:*** :  .       * :..            ::. .  *   .            

sp|P04637|P53_HUMAN      -----------RHKKLMFKTEGPDSD---------------------------------- 393
sp|Q9H3D4|P63_HUMAN      PSVSQLIN--PQQRNALTPTTIPDGMGANIPMMGTHMPMAGDMNGLSPTQALPPPLSMPS 533
sp|O15350|P73_HUMAN      PSVNQLVGQPPPHSSAATPNLGPVGPGM-LNNHGHAVPANGEMS------SSHSAQSMVS 477
                                     : .    .  * .                                   

sp|P04637|P53_HUMAN      ------------------------------------------------------------
sp|Q9H3D4|P63_HUMAN      TSHCTPPPPYPTDCSIVSFLARLGCSSCLDYFTTQGLTTIYQIEHYSMDDLASLKIPEQF 593
sp|O15350|P73_HUMAN      GSHCTPPPPYHADPSLVSFLTGLGCPNCIEYFTSQGLQSIYHLQNLTIEDLGALKIPEQY 537
                                                                                     

sp|P04637|P53_HUMAN      ------------------------------------------------------------
sp|Q9H3D4|P63_HUMAN      RHAIWKGILDHRQLHEFSSPSHLLRTPSSASTVSVG-SSETRGERVIDAVRFTLRQTISF 652
sp|O15350|P73_HUMAN      RMTIWRGLQDLKQGHDYSTAQQLLRS-SNAATISIGGSGELQRQRVMEAVHFRVRHTITI 596
                                                                                     

sp|P04637|P53_HUMAN      ----------------------------------------
sp|Q9H3D4|P63_HUMAN      PPR-------DEWNDFNFDMDARRNKQQRIKEEGE----- 680
sp|O15350|P73_HUMAN      PNRGGPGGGPDEWADFGFDLPDCKARKQPIKEEFTEAEIH 636
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Appendix D 

Identified D-sites using R2x2 method and the sites associated 

with each D-site at 5% significance level 

Identified	  
D-‐site	  

N(x)	   Sites	  associated	  with	  D-‐sites	  

7:	  D	   1	   150	  
12:	  P	   2	   28,	  66	  
17:	  E	   14	   124,	  146,	  183,	  200,	  209,	  217,	  225,	  234,	  235,	  301,	  316,	  320,	  379,	  

382	  
18:	  T	   14	   124,	  146,	  183,	  200,	  209,	  217,	  225,	  234,	  235,	  301,	  316,	  320,	  379,	  

382	  
26:	  L	   7	   27,	  78,	  94,	  323,	  351,	  354,	  378	  
27:	  P	   8	   26,	  78,	  94,	  156,	  293,	  323,	  351,	  354	  
28:	  E	   2	   12,	  210	  
63:	  A	   1	   145	  
66:	  M	   24	   12,	  124,	  145,	  160,	  180,	  183,	  192,	  200,	  201,	  207,	  209,	  217,	  224,	  

233,	  234,	  235,	  255,	  259,	  268,	  269,	  283,	  316,	  342,	  380	  
69:	  A	   1	   294	  
71:	  P	   23	   93,	  102,	  145,	  156,	  160,	  169,	  170,	  192,	  201,	  206,	  207,	  209,	  224,	  

233,	  259,	  261,	  268,	  283,	  327,	  342,	  343,	  380,	  390	  
74:	  A	   8	   160,	  207,	  224,	  233,	  259,	  268,	  327,	  380	  
78:	  A	   6	   26,	  27,	  94,	  323,	  351,	  378	  
93:	  L	   28	   100,	  102,	  156,	  160,	  169,	  170,	  201,	  207,	  224,	  232,	  233,	  259,	  263,	  

268,	  283,	  293,	  314,	  323,	  327,	  332,	  338,	  341,	  342,	  343,	  351,	  354,	  
380,	  390	  

94:	  S	   6	   26,	  27,	  78,	  323,	  351,	  354	  
95:	  S	   2	   255,	  269	  
96:	  S	   20	   101,	  102,	  112,	  156,	  160,	  170,	  192,	  201,	  207,	  209,	  224,	  233,	  259,	  

261,	  268,	  283,	  338,	  342,	  343,	  380	  
99:	  S	   11	   102,	  156,	  160,	  170,	  207,	  224,	  233,	  259,	  283,	  293,	  343	  
100:	  Q	   19	   93,	  102,	  145,	  156,	  160,	  169,	  170,	  207,	  224,	  233,	  259,	  268,	  283,	  

327,	  338,	  341,	  342,	  343,	  380	  
101:	  K	   15	   96,	  156,	  160,	  201,	  207,	  224,	  233,	  259,	  261,	  268,	  283,	  327,	  342,	  

380,	  390	  
102:	  T	   34	   93,	  96,	  99,	  100,	  112,	  114,	  145,	  156,	  157,	  160,	  169,	  170,	  207,	  

212,	  224,	  232,	  233,	  259,	  261,	  263,	  268,	  283,	  293,	  314,	  323,	  327,	  
332,	  338,	  341,	  342,	  343,	  351,	  380,	  390	  

112:	  G	   14	   96,	  102,	  170,	  180,	  191,	  201,	  207,	  224,	  233,	  234,	  259,	  261,	  283,	  
343	  

114:	  L	   14	   102,	  157,	  160,	  170,	  192,	  207,	  224,	  233,	  259,	  268,	  269,	  342,	  343,	  
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380	  
115:	  H	   1	   385	  
124:	  C	   22	   17,	  66,	  141,	  180,	  183,	  189,	  190,	  192,	  200,	  204,	  209,	  217,	  234,	  

235,	  255,	  264,	  269,	  301,	  307,	  316,	  379,	  382	  
128:	  P	   5	   141,	  189,	  190,	  200,	  214	  
134:	  F	   1	   212	  
141:	  C	   7	   124,	  128,	  189,	  190,	  200,	  214,	  235	  
145:	  L	   26	   63,	  66,	  100,	  102,	  157,	  160,	  162,	  169,	  170,	  183,	  192,	  206,	  209,	  

217,	  224,	  233,	  255,	  259,	  268,	  269,	  283,	  342,	  379,	  380,	  384,	  390	  
146:	  W	   6	   17,	  342,	  379,	  380,	  382,	  390	  
150:	  T	   1	   7	  
153:	  P	   8	   156,	  160,	  207,	  224,	  225,	  234,	  259,	  373	  
156:	  R	   36	   27,	  93,	  96,	  99,	  100,	  101,	  102,	  153,	  160,	  169,	  170,	  192,	  201,	  207,	  

209,	  224,	  225,	  233,	  259,	  261,	  268,	  283,	  316,	  320,	  322,	  323,	  327,	  
328,	  338,	  342,	  343,	  351,	  373,	  380,	  389,	  390	  

157:	  V	   14	   102,	  114,	  145,	  160,	  162,	  170,	  192,	  212,	  233,	  259,	  268,	  269,	  342,	  
380	  

160:	  M	   43	   66,	  74,	  93,	  96,	  99,	  100,	  101,	  102,	  114,	  145,	  153,	  156,	  157,	  162,	  
169,	  170,	  183,	  192,	  201,	  204,	  206,	  207,	  209,	  217,	  224,	  225,	  233,	  
234,	  259,	  261,	  268,	  269,	  283,	  307,	  309,	  320,	  327,	  338,	  342,	  343,	  
373,	  380,	  390	  

162:	  I	   12	   145,	  157,	  160,	  183,	  192,	  233,	  259,	  268,	  269,	  309,	  380,	  384	  
167:	  Q	   6	   7,	  69,	  96,	  150,	  236,	  338	  
169:	  M	   23	   93,	  100,	  102,	  145,	  156,	  160,	  170,	  192,	  201,	  207,	  224,	  233,	  259,	  

261,	  268,	  269,	  283,	  327,	  338,	  342,	  343,	  380,	  390	  
170:	  T	   36	   93,	  96,	  99,	  100,	  102,	  112,	  114,	  145,	  156,	  157,	  160,	  169,	  192,	  

207,	  212,	  224,	  232,	  233,	  259,	  261,	  263,	  268,	  283,	  293,	  314,	  323,	  
327,	  332,	  338,	  341,	  342,	  343,	  351,	  354,	  380,	  390	  

180:	  E	   24	   66,	  112,	  124,	  181,	  183,	  191,	  192,	  200,	  201,	  206,	  209,	  217,	  224,	  
234,	  235,	  255,	  259,	  261,	  264,	  283,	  301,	  316,	  322,	  379	  

181:	  R	   1	   180	  
183:	  S	   30	   17,	  66,	  124,	  145,	  160,	  162,	  180,	  192,	  200,	  204,	  207,	  209,	  217,	  

224,	  225,	  233,	  234,	  235,	  255,	  259,	  264,	  268,	  269,	  283,	  301,	  307,	  
316,	  342,	  379,	  380	  

189:	  A	   7	   124,	  128,	  141,	  190,	  200,	  214,	  235	  
190:	  P	   7	   124,	  128,	  141,	  189,	  200,	  214,	  235	  
191:	  P	   3	   112,	  180,	  283	  
192:	  Q	   38	   66,	  96,	  114,	  124,	  145,	  156,	  157,	  160,	  162,	  169,	  170,	  180,	  183,	  

200,	  204,	  206,	  207,	  209,	  217,	  224,	  233,	  234,	  235,	  255,	  259,	  261,	  
264,	  268,	  269,	  283,	  301,	  307,	  309,	  316,	  342,	  343,	  379,	  380	  

200:	  N	   24	   17,	  66,	  124,	  128,	  141,	  180,	  183,	  189,	  190,	  192,	  204,	  206,	  209,	  
217,	  234,	  235,	  255,	  264,	  269,	  301,	  307,	  316,	  379,	  382	  

201:	  L	   24	   66,	  93,	  96,	  101,	  112,	  156,	  160,	  169,	  180,	  207,	  209,	  217,	  224,	  
233,	  234,	  259,	  261,	  268,	  283,	  322,	  342,	  373,	  380,	  390	  

204:	  E	   14	   124,	  160,	  183,	  192,	  200,	  209,	  217,	  234,	  235,	  255,	  264,	  269,	  347,	  
380	  
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206:	  L	   14	   145,	  160,	  180,	  192,	  200,	  217,	  224,	  233,	  234,	  255,	  268,	  269,	  283,	  
379	  

207:	  D	   34	   66,	  74,	  93,	  96,	  99,	  100,	  101,	  102,	  112,	  114,	  153,	  156,	  160,	  169,	  
170,	  183,	  192,	  201,	  209,	  224,	  225,	  228,	  233,	  259,	  261,	  268,	  283,	  
293,	  327,	  342,	  343,	  354,	  380,	  385	  

209:	  R	   34	   17,	  66,	  96,	  124,	  145,	  156,	  160,	  180,	  183,	  192,	  200,	  201,	  204,	  
207,	  217,	  224,	  225,	  233,	  234,	  235,	  255,	  259,	  261,	  264,	  268,	  269,	  
283,	  301,	  307,	  316,	  342,	  379,	  380,	  390	  

210:	  N	   1	   28	  
212:	  F	   11	   102,	  134,	  157,	  170,	  233,	  255,	  268,	  269,	  283,	  342,	  380	  
214:	  H	   4	   128,	  141,	  189,	  190	  
217:	  V	   26	   17,	  66,	  124,	  145,	  160,	  180,	  183,	  192,	  200,	  201,	  204,	  206,	  209,	  

224,	  234,	  235,	  255,	  259,	  261,	  264,	  269,	  301,	  307,	  316,	  379,	  382	  
224:	  E	   51	   66,	  74,	  93,	  96,	  99,	  100,	  101,	  102,	  112,	  114,	  145,	  153,	  156,	  160,	  

169,	  170,	  180,	  183,	  192,	  201,	  206,	  207,	  209,	  217,	  225,	  228,	  233,	  
234,	  259,	  261,	  268,	  283,	  293,	  309,	  316,	  320,	  322,	  323,	  327,	  328,	  
338,	  342,	  343,	  346,	  347,	  351,	  354,	  373,	  380,	  389,	  390	  

225:	  V	   13	   17,	  153,	  156,	  160,	  183,	  207,	  209,	  224,	  234,	  283,	  316,	  373,	  375	  
228:	  D	   4	   207,	  224,	  259,	  375	  
232:	  I	   11	   93,	  102,	  170,	  263,	  314,	  315,	  323,	  327,	  351,	  354,	  378	  
233:	  H	   47	   66,	  74,	  93,	  96,	  99,	  100,	  101,	  102,	  112,	  114,	  145,	  156,	  157,	  160,	  

162,	  169,	  170,	  183,	  192,	  201,	  206,	  207,	  209,	  212,	  224,	  259,	  261,	  
263,	  268,	  269,	  283,	  293,	  309,	  314,	  320,	  322,	  323,	  327,	  338,	  342,	  
343,	  351,	  354,	  373,	  380,	  384,	  390	  

234:	  Y	   28	   17,	  66,	  112,	  124,	  153,	  160,	  180,	  183,	  192,	  200,	  201,	  204,	  206,	  
209,	  217,	  224,	  225,	  235,	  255,	  259,	  261,	  264,	  283,	  301,	  307,	  316,	  
373,	  379	  

235:	  N	   22	   17,	  66,	  124,	  141,	  180,	  183,	  189,	  190,	  192,	  200,	  204,	  209,	  217,	  
234,	  255,	  264,	  269,	  301,	  307,	  316,	  379,	  382	  

236:	  Y	   1	   375	  
255:	  I	   21	   66,	  95,	  124,	  145,	  180,	  183,	  192,	  200,	  204,	  206,	  209,	  212,	  217,	  

234,	  235,	  264,	  269,	  283,	  301,	  316,	  379	  
259:	  D	   50	   66,	  74,	  93,	  96,	  99,	  100,	  101,	  102,	  112,	  114,	  145,	  153,	  156,	  157,	  

160,	  162,	  169,	  170,	  180,	  183,	  192,	  201,	  207,	  209,	  217,	  224,	  228,	  
233,	  234,	  261,	  268,	  269,	  283,	  293,	  309,	  320,	  322,	  323,	  327,	  328,	  
338,	  342,	  343,	  346,	  351,	  373,	  380,	  384,	  389,	  390	  

261:	  S	   27	   96,	  101,	  102,	  112,	  156,	  160,	  169,	  170,	  180,	  192,	  201,	  207,	  209,	  
217,	  224,	  233,	  234,	  259,	  268,	  283,	  327,	  338,	  342,	  346,	  347,	  380,	  
390	  

263:	  N	   11	   93,	  102,	  170,	  232,	  233,	  268,	  283,	  314,	  327,	  341,	  390	  
264:	  L	   13	   124,	  180,	  183,	  192,	  200,	  204,	  209,	  217,	  234,	  235,	  255,	  316,	  379	  
268:	  N	   42	   66,	  74,	  93,	  96,	  100,	  101,	  102,	  114,	  145,	  156,	  157,	  160,	  162,	  169,	  

170,	  183,	  192,	  201,	  206,	  207,	  209,	  212,	  224,	  233,	  259,	  261,	  263,	  
269,	  283,	  309,	  322,	  323,	  327,	  338,	  342,	  343,	  351,	  373,	  380,	  384,	  
385,	  390	  

269:	  S	   28	   66,	  95,	  114,	  124,	  145,	  157,	  160,	  162,	  169,	  183,	  192,	  200,	  204,	  
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206,	  209,	  212,	  217,	  233,	  235,	  255,	  259,	  268,	  301,	  309,	  342,	  379,	  
380,	  384	  

283:	  R	   49	   66,	  93,	  96,	  99,	  100,	  101,	  102,	  112,	  145,	  156,	  160,	  169,	  170,	  180,	  
183,	  191,	  192,	  201,	  206,	  207,	  209,	  212,	  224,	  225,	  233,	  234,	  255,	  
259,	  261,	  263,	  268,	  293,	  314,	  316,	  320,	  322,	  323,	  327,	  328,	  332,	  
338,	  342,	  343,	  347,	  351,	  354,	  373,	  380,	  390	  

293:	  G	   15	   27,	  93,	  99,	  102,	  170,	  207,	  224,	  233,	  259,	  283,	  323,	  343,	  351,	  
354,	  389	  

294:	  E	   1	   69	  
301:	  P	   16	   17,	  124,	  180,	  183,	  192,	  200,	  209,	  217,	  234,	  235,	  255,	  269,	  316,	  

320,	  379,	  382	  
307:	  A	   10	   124,	  160,	  183,	  192,	  200,	  209,	  217,	  234,	  235,	  379	  
309:	  P	   10	   160,	  162,	  192,	  224,	  233,	  259,	  268,	  269,	  342,	  380	  
314:	  S	   12	   93,	  102,	  170,	  232,	  233,	  263,	  283,	  315,	  323,	  327,	  351,	  354	  
315:	  S	   2	   232,	  314	  
316:	  P	   21	   17,	  66,	  124,	  156,	  180,	  183,	  192,	  200,	  209,	  217,	  224,	  225,	  234,	  

235,	  255,	  264,	  283,	  301,	  320,	  379,	  382	  
320:	  K	   11	   17,	  156,	  160,	  224,	  233,	  259,	  283,	  301,	  316,	  328,	  390	  
322:	  P	   10	   156,	  180,	  201,	  224,	  233,	  259,	  268,	  283,	  342,	  390	  
323:	  L	   22	   26,	  27,	  78,	  93,	  94,	  102,	  156,	  170,	  224,	  232,	  233,	  259,	  268,	  283,	  

293,	  314,	  327,	  342,	  343,	  351,	  354,	  378	  
327:	  Y	   28	   74,	  93,	  100,	  101,	  102,	  156,	  160,	  169,	  170,	  207,	  224,	  232,	  233,	  

259,	  261,	  263,	  268,	  283,	  314,	  323,	  338,	  342,	  343,	  351,	  354,	  380,	  
384,	  390	  

328:	  F	   7	   156,	  224,	  259,	  283,	  320,	  347,	  389	  
332:	  I	   4	   93,	  102,	  170,	  283	  
338:	  F	   21	   93,	  96,	  100,	  102,	  156,	  160,	  169,	  170,	  224,	  233,	  259,	  261,	  268,	  

283,	  327,	  342,	  343,	  346,	  375,	  380,	  390	  
341:	  F	   6	   93,	  100,	  102,	  170,	  263,	  344	  
342:	  R	   38	   66,	  93,	  96,	  100,	  101,	  102,	  114,	  145,	  146,	  156,	  157,	  160,	  169,	  

170,	  183,	  192,	  201,	  207,	  209,	  212,	  224,	  233,	  259,	  261,	  268,	  269,	  
283,	  309,	  322,	  323,	  327,	  338,	  343,	  351,	  373,	  380,	  384,	  390	  

343:	  E	   27	   93,	  96,	  99,	  100,	  102,	  112,	  114,	  156,	  160,	  169,	  170,	  192,	  207,	  
224,	  233,	  259,	  268,	  283,	  293,	  323,	  327,	  338,	  342,	  351,	  378,	  380,	  
389	  

344:	  L	   1	   341	  
346:	  E	   4	   224,	  259,	  261,	  338	  
347:	  A	   5	   204,	  224,	  261,	  283,	  328	  
351:	  K	   22	   26,	  27,	  78,	  93,	  94,	  102,	  156,	  170,	  224,	  232,	  233,	  259,	  268,	  283,	  

293,	  314,	  323,	  327,	  342,	  343,	  354,	  378	  
354:	  Q	   16	   26,	  27,	  93,	  94,	  170,	  207,	  224,	  232,	  233,	  283,	  293,	  314,	  323,	  327,	  

351,	  378	  
373:	  K	   14	   153,	  156,	  160,	  201,	  224,	  225,	  233,	  234,	  259,	  268,	  283,	  342,	  380,	  

390	  
375:	  Q	   4	   225,	  228,	  236,	  338	  
377:	  T	   9	   69,	  96,	  233,	  261,	  338,	  342,	  346,	  375,	  380	  
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378:	  S	   7	   26,	  78,	  232,	  323,	  343,	  351,	  354	  
379:	  R	   19	   17,	  124,	  145,	  146,	  180,	  183,	  192,	  200,	  206,	  209,	  217,	  234,	  235,	  

255,	  264,	  269,	  301,	  307,	  316	  
380:	  H	   38	   66,	  74,	  93,	  96,	  100,	  101,	  102,	  114,	  145,	  146,	  156,	  157,	  160,	  162,	  

169,	  170,	  183,	  192,	  201,	  204,	  207,	  209,	  212,	  224,	  233,	  259,	  261,	  
268,	  269,	  283,	  309,	  327,	  338,	  342,	  343,	  373,	  384,	  390	  

382:	  K	   8	   17,	  124,	  146,	  200,	  217,	  235,	  301,	  316	  
384:	  M	   9	   145,	  162,	  233,	  259,	  268,	  269,	  327,	  342,	  380	  
385:	  F	   3	   115,	  207,	  268	  
389:	  G	   6	   156,	  224,	  259,	  293,	  328,	  343	  
390:	  P	   25	   93,	  101,	  102,	  145,	  146,	  156,	  160,	  169,	  170,	  201,	  209,	  224,	  233,	  

259,	  261,	  263,	  268,	  283,	  320,	  322,	  327,	  338,	  342,	  373,	  380	  
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Appendix E 

Identified D-sites using R1 method and the sites associated 

with each D-site at 5% significance level 

Identified	  
D-‐site	  

N(x)	   Sites	  associated	  with	  D-‐site	  

8:	  P	   12	   38,	  44,	  48,	  52,	  55,	  70,	  71,	  89,	  165,	  203,	  297,	  387	  
34:	  P	   3	   59,	  81,	  83	  
35:	  L	   8	   36,	  38,	  44,	  52,	  55,	  70,	  165,	  387	  
36:	  P	   8	   35,	  38,	  44,	  52,	  55,	  70,	  165,	  387	  
38:	  Q	   18	   8,	  35,	  36,	  44,	  48,	  52,	  55,	  58,	  70,	  71,	  81,	  89,	  133,	  165,	  203,	  297,	  310,	  

387	  
44:	  M	   18	   8,	  35,	  36,	  38,	  48,	  52,	  55,	  58,	  70,	  71,	  81,	  89,	  133,	  165,	  203,	  297,	  310,	  

387	  
47:	  P	   1	   106	  
48:	  D	   12	   8,	  38,	  44,	  52,	  55,	  70,	  71,	  89,	  165,	  203,	  297,	  387	  
50:	  I	   2	   73,	  296	  
52:	  Q	   18	   8,	  35,	  36,	  38,	  44,	  48,	  55,	  58,	  70,	  71,	  81,	  89,	  133,	  165,	  203,	  297,	  310,	  

387	  
55:	  T	   18	   8,	  35,	  36,	  38,	  44,	  48,	  52,	  58,	  70,	  71,	  81,	  89,	  133,	  165,	  203,	  297,	  310,	  

387	  
56:	  E	   18	   8,	  35,	  36,	  38,	  44,	  48,	  52,	  58,	  70,	  71,	  81,	  89,	  133,	  165,	  203,	  297,	  310,	  

387	  
58:	  P	   9	   38,	  44,	  52,	  55,	  70,	  71,	  89,	  165,	  387	  
59:	  G	   3	   34,	  81,	  83	  
70:	  A	   18	   8,	  35,	  36,	  38,	  44,	  48,	  52,	  55,	  58,	  71,	  81,	  89,	  133,	  165,	  203,	  297,	  310,	  

387	  
71:	  P	   13	   8,	  38,	  44,	  48,	  52,	  55,	  58,	  70,	  89,	  165,	  203,	  297,	  387	  
73:	  V	   1	   50	  
81:	  T	   11	   34,	  38,	  44,	  52,	  55,	  59,	  70,	  83,	  165,	  310,	  387	  
83:	  A	   3	   34,	  59,	  81	  
89:	  P	   13	   8,	  38,	  44,	  48,	  52,	  55,	  58,	  70,	  71,	  165,	  203,	  297,	  387	  
106:	  S	   1	   47	  
133:	  M	   10	   38,	  44,	  52,	  55,	  70,	  165,	  203,	  297,	  310,	  387	  
165:	  Q	   18	   8,	  35,	  36,	  38,	  44,	  48,	  52,	  55,	  58,	  70,	  71,	  81,	  89,	  133,	  203,	  297,	  310,	  

387	  
203:	  V	   14	   8,	  38,	  44,	  48,	  52,	  55,	  70,	  71,	  89,	  133,	  165,	  297,	  310,	  387	  
296:	  H	   1	   50	  
297:	  H	   14	   8,	  38,	  44,	  48,	  52,	  55,	  70,	  71,	  89,	  133,	  165,	  203,	  310,	  387	  
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310:	  N	   11	   38,	  44,	  52,	  55,	  70,	  81,	  133,	  165,	  203,	  297,	  387	  
387:	  T	   18	   8,	  35,	  36,	  38,	  44,	  48,	  52,	  55,	  58,	  70,	  71,	  81,	  89,	  133,	  165,	  203,	  297,	  

310	  
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